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Preface
Am e rica has attained a stature in economic life that
is unique in modern times in the congregation of the nations
of the world.
�ttndoubtedly American business enterpris&, with its
titans Qf industry, has been highly responsible in building
up the stature of the United States of America.
But on the horizon of the American business world in
recent years there ha

been ·.- renewed search for proper

goals, values, objectives, and p�ilosophies.

The result of

this. renewed examination of values ls the development of an
American Businest Apologetic.

The critical issue before

the American business world}$ "business�is-business--or is
it?"

and this issue looms lorge now as never before.

It is

the central purpose of this thesis to explore the various
facets of
• this development of an apologetic from the view
point of two contemporary schools of thought--one led by
F. H. Knight and the libertarians and the other led by
Benjamin Selekman and the moralists.
The proposed method of approach to the problem of an
apologetic is through an analytical evaluation of the
literature of the influential leaders of the two
of thought.

I

chools

The firet chapter intrdduces the problem and raises
issue 6 which will be examined subsequently in the later

chapters.
The 1econd chapter analyses the conflicting views
about the goals. motives, and objectives of American
bu s ines$ enterprise.
The third chapter discusse� the view

of p. H. Knight

and the libertarianc with regard to market economy and
American busine$S enterprise.
The fourth chapter is a critical examination of the
emerging moral philosophy of business enterprise, so much
influenced by the new bu $ ine s s moralists led by Selekman.
The fifth chapter deals with economic and cultural
change.

This

e xaminee

briefly what I call, »Intellectual

Capitalism" and "The Paradise of the Proleta riat."
The sixth chapter concludes the thesis with my
ob$ervations with regard to the "apologetic."
Fina l ly I would be f a ilin9 in my duty, if I failed•
to expresa my debt of gratitude to my

a dvisers,

Or. Gene Booker,

Dr. Fred V. Hartenstein, and Or. Cornelius Loew, whose
guidance, advice and encouragement hav e been more than helpful,
I express my heart-felt thanks to my advisers.
I wish to take this opportunity to express my gratitude
a
to Mrs. Carol L. Sinclair for her patientpersev�rance in her

role as typ i st.
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CHAPTER

I

I!:!!. N TURE QE THE PROBLEM
(a) American Busin ss

pologetic,

hat i� this American Business Apolog e tic?
a concept of

n

pologetic.

terested in such a concept?
its nature?

There is

How did we happen to be inhat are its implications and

Is this apologetic a "missing link" in the

evolution of American business enterprise?

Have we lost

faith in the well-established and time-honoured theory of
busine s s so ably expounded in • .Ih_ Wealth
1

th t

9.1

N tions" by

postle of economic thought, Adam Smith, who rational

ized• the goals of business in his illustrious ola s sic? 1 Or
i

American busin ss so unique that it has necessitated

the development of a new apologetic in the light of the
modern environment--economic, cultural, social, and political?
In short, "busin ss is bu&iness, or is it?" and this issue looms
large now

s never before.

These are some of the intellectually

stimulating qu stions that strike the imagination of a
student engrossed in the medl e y of ideas about the American
busine s world and it
It is th

liter a ture.

purpose of this thesis to explore and analyze

I
these various stimulating questions with regard
to the possible

lModern Libr ry Inc.1

andom House,(New York, 1937).

I

\

t.

\

;

l
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exi tence of a n

pologetic in the light of the arguments of

Knight and the libertarians and the views propounded

by

Selekman and the moralists.
On the horizon of the Am rican busine

•

world there

has b en in r cent years, a renewed search for proper goals,
motives, pol1cie , and objectives of bu iness enterprise
and the result of t ·s renewed examination of values may
point the p th towards an American busines� apologetic.
That eminent historian, Toynbee, tells us that "The

$tory of Roman business is part of our historical background."2
The Engli h word "busine s" is a literal translation of the
Latin word "n gotium."

"Negotium" means "the opposite of

leisure" and the Latin word for "businessmart' is
which of cour e mean
of th

• word,

11

negotiator,"

not a negotiator in out English sense

but "a man who denies himself leisure to get

business done."3 He denies himself leisure and eng�ges

himself in business in order to maximize his economic advantage
in the form of profits.

This has been the classical theory of

business where the end of business is the maximization of profits,
and on the ba 8 is of this classical school of economic thought,
American business and businessmen seemed to have justified their
operations.
2

Arnold Toynbee, "How did we get this way--and where are we
going?" anagement's Mis ion iJl .! � Society (ed) Dan H. Fenn,
(New York, Toronto, London, McGraw Hill Book Co. Inc.,1959),p.9.
3ibid.

-3But in recent ye ar& this well--accepted position appears to
have be en re-ex mined in the light of various developments,
which provide a fresh in sight into the development of
American business thinking.

It would be worthwhile to take

a look at the various significant developments briefly.
First, living i n an age of spe cialization, the rise of
m a nagers and their sp ecialization, the profession of.management
marks a unique development in American experience, where the
managers specialize to manage men, machines, and markets.

The

divorce between ownership and management is a recent develop-

...
m, e nt, which is con s picucu I ly di s cernible in modern corporate

business and while ownors (the stockholders) have come to occupy
the backbenches, the managers have come more and more into
·t he lime light and this indeed i s an important development.

The

ma na gers are very influ e ntial, for they control and dir e ct most
of the business operations of th e country and they and their
''
profes s ion of management shall be di s cussed in greater d tail
in the s econd and fifth chapters of this thesi s •
Secondly; living in an age of reason, science, and
education, m a nagerial education might be called the mother of
mod e rn manag e rs .

These rational and intellectual mana 9 e r a are

th• e product 8 of modern managerial education imparted in firms
and the Bus iness Schools all over the United s tates of America.
And, whatev e r the cau
• se , bus�nes

has gained a certain,sophisti-

tion and it is no mor.e a dull dreary affair, but an inte llectual

-4•xcercise, where one's wits and guts are pitted against the
multifarious complicated issues and problems of the modern
complicated environment.

Modern managerial education has

facilitated a 'managerial revolution' and an 'organizational
The modern

revolution' within the framework of society.

manager is being constantly reminded that his function is
,I

that of "the statesman's function of mediating among the
groups dependent on enterprise, satisfying their just claims,
and preserving the continuity of the organization• while
alw�y

rem mbering that private office is a public trust

and keeping the interest of general public paramount."4 The
modern manager talks not only of making the maximum profits
for hi

organization, but also of his responsibilities to the

SdC!ety and the country, which w��e Seldom considered in this
�ight by his owner-entrepreneur predecessors.
er

Living in an

which has b en called the age of reason, where every human

-���tlvity tends to be ritionalized and justified--favourably
as f a r as po
8

ible

by

the

everal interests involved, there

ppears to be a new plea for understanding the proper goal.s and

ai s of modern life and this plea by those

ngaged in business

for a justification of their calling or profession, could also
be a significant clue toward the development of a new American
business ethic.
4Richard Eells, Meaning .Qi. �odern Busine s (New Yorke Columbia
University Press., 1960}, p.25.

-5Thirdly, living in an age of righteousness, where right
is might, and not might is right, there is a quest for a moral
philosophy of economic activity.

All was fair in the struggle

for survival during and after the frontier days, which were
marked by ruthless, rugged individualism, but in the absence of
any such immediate int rnal threat--and in the face of an external
threat, which I s hall presently put forth, a philosophy that the
sole ai

of busine s s 1s to maximize profits--appears somewhat

cold, crude, and primitive.

From Galbraith's perspective of an

affluent s ociety, which revels in opulence and abundance come s
add e d critici i m of profit seeking.

This asp e ct of the ptoblem

shall be discus s ed in greate r detail, when we come to the new
business moraii 5 ts in the fourth chapter.
Fourthly, we are living in an age of ideology and in a
world torn betwe e n two conflicting ideologies--capitalist and
communist--which are vying again Gt

e ach

imagination of the peoples of the world.

other to capture the
Pitted against an

ideology, which claims to give birth to a classles

society and

a paradise of the proletariat, Am rica must offer something more
than mere pure selfi 6 h aggrandizement of a few businessmen to
capture a greater following for its ideology of freedom--economic,
political and

G

ocial.

American capitalism has undergone many

change s to suit the times, $Ven a 6 communism has, and free private
ent e rprise play s a predominant role in American economic and
political life and hence there is a greater need now a 6 never

-6before, for goals that are not only just, moral and proper, but
also appealing and progressive to sanctify its way of lif
to capture the imagination of the peoples of the world.

• and

In the

fight against communism, there seems to be a heavy accent placed
on nobl , humanitarian and religious goal

of American business,

rather than m re profits of the organization, although it is
maintaine

that profits are the lifeblood of business.

place of profit

in American business enterpri e

The

hall be dis

cussed in the s cond chapter.
Here, the arguments of Knight and the libertarians of re•
cent years, with their accent on economic freedom as a goal and
avoid nee of

he 'road to serfdom' seem to provide fresh insight

into the development of business thought.

Knight and the libe�t

ari·d ns will come under di cussion in the third chapter in d e tail.
Fifthly, living in an age of criticism--enlightened as
well a

foolish, th

increasing criticism of big business, seem I d

to have encouraged the development of an apologetic as a measure
of s a lf-defense.
a cultur

• and

It is claimed that big busines

an economic

nvironment where the ri

has produced
e

of a dominant,

•

selfish motive of making mon y may have r sulted in the d g n ra
tion of the aesthetic, intellectual, moral, and spiritual develop•·
ment of the individual.
C"viliz

ion,''raise

James Truslow Adams in his "� Business

this significant question, "Can a great

civilization be built upon th e philosophy of the countinghouse

and the sole ba ic id a a of p ofit?"5 In the words of professor
5(New York, Albert and Charles Boni Inc., 1929), p.31.

-7Maurice Baum, "Just how 'uncivilized' is Am rica's business
civilization?

Both from this country and from abroad, we are

constantly being scolded for being materialists, anti- intellect
uals, babbits, organization men, and political juvenile •06 In

view of this formidable attack on business, a defense for
American busin s

i

only natural, imminent and understandable.

Although the s e various developm e nts
th

r

significant in

consid ration and analysis of an American business apologetic,

it is th I aim of this th sis to critically analys

the development

primarily in the light of the arguments of Knight and the libertar
i a ns and -el kman and the new business moralist�.
ing to not e that whil

It is int e r st

the libertarians cry from the hous tops,

that "business is busines

,»

the new business mor lists raise

equally vehemently the question, "is it?"
(b) � Vadis:

thr

Herodotus, th

•

period

th e period of

in th

Greek historian, wrot
life· of a na ion.

truggle and

uccess.

that there were

The first period was

The second period, as a

result of the struggl e and success, is arrogance and inju tice.
As a .re ult of arroganc

and injustice, decline and downfall

mark the third period in the life of a nation. 7 The history of
6

"Th Case for Busine s Civilization," Harvard Business
Review Vol. 38, No.6, • overrber-December 1960, p.56.
7
See Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, Glimose tl orld History
( w York; The John Day Company, 1942).

-8our world is eloquent evidence and testimony to this profound
analysi s of Herodotus.

On� would place the nation of the

United States of America in its second phase--struggle and
success.

While the struggle is still continuing, a unique

measure of success, which has been unpara elled so far in the
hi tory of the world, has been attain din the economic environ
ment of this country and the common labourer of today lives a
richer and more luxurious and comfortable life than the Pharaoh
of ancient Egypt.
This success is due in no small measure to American
capitali m, which has be n the backbone of American economic life.
Professor Sumner Slichter points out so ably the five chief
characteristic features of American economy.

The American economy

i : (1) one of predominantly private enterprise; (2) a labour
istic economy; (J) highly competitive; (4) is highly dynamicJ

and (5) highly self-sufficient.8 The distinctive feature-of
American business is to constant
be on the move.

y

attain progress and always to

The owner-entrepreneur of 1900 is a complete

novice wh n compared to his present day counterpart.

Bu iness

is no more m r e bringing in a few workers, making them produce
a product and selling it in a small market.

Present day busines$

is highly elaborat , complex, and intellectual and
all fields of knowl dg .

it

encompasses

The immense strides that we have made

in science and technology--from splitting the atom, to blasting
8see Sumner H. Slichter, American Economy (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1948).

-9the hydrogen bomb--hava provid d add tional ond more efficient
and economic tools for the managers to improve operation and
p rformance.

The modern manager deals anywhere from ladies'

hosiery to nuclear mi siles, as far as his busin e ss territory is
concern d, he deals anywh :re from Kalamazoo to th
of India and th

• world.

remote markets

Small world but big business!

Business,

the mo s t ancient of arts and the newest of profession , has
assumed fanta tic proportions and in the wake of this tremendou$
growth of business and its influence, the ugly head of the dragon
has not been slow to raise its head in the form of many problems
to be faced by the modern managers.

Raphael Demos expresses

that, "Thus the large-scale industry--a child-is born from the
marriage
it

of

business

and

science--has created grave proble�& by

abrupt and quick growth." 9 From the age of hand labour w e

hav · march�d into the age of computers and business machines and
the time has come to pause and taise the question with Selekman,
"Indeed, are not we all caught up in an uneasy sence that w e

re

being propelled along at a dizzy pac , whither we know not? 1110 In
short, .9.1!.Q_ Vadis?

Not only do we raise the qu stion, .9.!:!.2. Vadis,

but also� Vadis? Whither are we bound and why a�e we bound
thith e r?

In order to best express the predicament of our ag , we

fall back on Lincoln--the noblest embodiment of noble ideals-view
9»susiness and the Good Society,tt Ha vard Business
(July-August 1955), p.37.
10senjamin M. Selekman, "Businessmen In Power•"
Harvard
•
Busin ss Review (September•October 1961), p.103.

..

.

-10when he gave expr 8 ssion to th e dilemma in national affairs during
civil war years in his inimitable prose= "If we could first
know where we are and whither we are tending, we could better
judge what to do, and how to do it.11 11
Are the goal s and purposes of busine & s opposed to those
of the country?

How do we reconcile the democratic concepts

with status symbols?

Is it the purpo e of business to pro¥ide

an environment and equality of opportunity for the
• full developent of the individual?
new vi. ta.

All these questions open altogether a

The conflict of aims and motives of the "organization

of the enterprise economy (u 6 ually miscalled "capitalism")"l2
according to Knight; bears closer scrutiny and examination.
discomfort at the use of the word

11

Knight's

capitalism" at the present

juncture of conflict, bring s to my mind the familiar story of two
people who met on a street:
am so glad to

"Hello, John," the former said, "I

ee you after a long time.

The last ti e I saw you,

you were thin, weak, fair, and th re was not a sign of baldness.
But, look at you now!

You are atrong, stout, dark, and bald, too."

The latter intervened, "But, sir, I am not John.
taken me.

I am Len Ander s on."

You have mis

The form r confidently rejoined,

"Oh, I see you have changed your name, too!"
Likewi 6 e, not only is the character of American capitalism
rapidly changing, but also even the name seems to be changing in
11

Carl S ndburg, People,.rL.(New York: Harcourt, Brace &
Company, 1936), p.139.
12
Frank H. Knight, Freedom .!.!lQ. eform (New York and Lond.ons
Harp r and Brothers, 1947), p.118.

-11-

the light on new development I , which• have thrown bu 8 ineas
r
enterpri 8 e into the
• throe

• of

a conflict.

We

to examine thi 8 conflict in the next chapter.

hall proceed

-12"

CHAPTER

II

THE CONFLICT OF� AND MOTIVES !1!_ AMERICAN BUs INESS EXPERIENCE
The era of clear-cut complacent conclusions of economic
theory as to the aims and motives of business appears to be
speedily being replaced by an era cf conflicting vi w
justifying managerial op rations or actions.
conflict might best be

i

tudi d und r thr

nature of conflict; (b) Th
of th
(a)

Th

and thoughts

character of the

pha esJ (a) The

place of profit; and (c) Th

rise

newest profe sion--managem nt.
The nature of conflict:
The nature of the conflict of aims and motive & in the

American buslnes

experience encompas es several ramifications-

economic, social, cultural, political and philosophical--which
we shall examine briefly in order to appreciate the possible
emerg nee of an apologetic.
First the consideration of the economic conflict of
bu ines

r a ise

of business?

a very

'gnific�nt question:

hat is the goal

The economists have pointed out in their cold,

calculated jargon that ceterus paribus, the aim of individual
business activity is the maximization of profits.

This economic

theory s eems to be in conflict with modern business experience.
The dilemma in business objective
words of Joel Deana

could be b e st expressed in the

-13-

"Economic theory makes a fundamental assumption that
maximizing profits is the basic objective of every
firm. But in recent years, 'profit maximization' has
been extensi�ely qualified by theorists to refer to
the long run; to refer to management's rather than
to own r's income; to include non-financial income
such as increased leisur for high-strung executives
and more congenial relations between executive
levels within the firm; and to make allow nee for
special considerations such as restraining competi
tion, maintaining management control, warding off
wag e demands, and forestalling anti-tru t suit .
Th e concept has become so general and hazy that it
eems to e ncompass most of men' aims in life.
This trend reflects a growing realization by theor
ist th t many firms,and particularly the big ones,
do not op rate on the principle of profit maximizing
in terms of marginal costs and revenues • • • "1
Peter F. Drucker writes thati
"The average businegsman when asked what a business is�
is likely to answer 'an organization' to make profit.'
And the av rage economist is likely to give the
• same
answer. But this answer is not only fals e J it i
irrelevant • • • Similarly there is total bankruptcy
in the prevailing economic theory of business·enter
prise and behavior: the theory of the "maximization
of profits"--simply a complicated way of phra ing the old
saw of flbuying cheap• and selling dear."2
r

profits really irrelevant in the modern context of

butiness experience?

"Profit are the lifeblood of busines s ,�
3
ays Ralph J. Cordiner. The ''naive" views prevalent and ad

vocated r garding profits call for a closer clarification of
1 Manageri a 1 Economics.(New York: Prentice-Hall,1951), p.28.

2rhe Practice tl anagement.(New York: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 1958), p.J5.

3New Frontiers for Professional Managers. (New York, Toronto,
•
London:McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., 1956), p.28.

-14its place in modern business operations and th e place of profits
shall be discussed separate ly.
Secondly, modern business faces a soci 1 conflict and it is
pointed out that one of the goal s of modern business i · to
"socializ e u and to meet its obligations to the community and the
country in the form of better, cheaper, more novel and efficient
goods and services, which promote a better, richer and higher
standard of living.

This doctrine of responsibilities shall

be discussed in detail when we examine the views of th e new
business moralists.
Thirdly, mod rn business faces a cultural conflict.

Here

is� nation dedicated t� the proposition. all men are created
equal;'' here is a culture, unique in itself, that belives in the
equality of all men; and here are a people who want to live up
to this cu tur l tradition.

In this cultural environment, with

the tremendous growth of enterprise, contemporary business at
once faces the problem of power, where it can and does influence,
mould and direct the individual life of people.

It appears that

the power-cum-authority conscious businessman is a little un
comfortable and incongrue nt in the 'native' culture, although
he clings to power as a child clings to its toy.

In the word s

of Galbraith,
"The role of pow r in American life is a curiou s one. The
priviledge of controlling tho actions or of affecting the
income a n d prop e rty of other pe rs ons is s omething tha t no
one of us can profess to seek or admit to po &sassing."

-15He continues:
"Despite this convention, there is no indication that as
a people we are averse to power. On th contrary, few
things are more valued, and more jealously guarded by
their pos essor in our society."�
Hence th e modern manager explain

that one of the goals of

business is the development of the individual under the umbrella
of democracy and freedom and pays lip-sympathy to con umer
sovereighty and equality of all men, even though he is more in
clined to agree with this acid note of Clarence E. Ayres:
"Nature does breed inequality. Accor.ding to the biologists
this is fortunate, since it means th t orne few &re far
superior to the common run. Furthermore the Christian
belief is that all men ore equal in the eyes of God, but
men are not exp ct d to view each other in divine per
spective. Similarly all en are equal in the eyes of
law, but not equally guilty or stupict.»5
The reconciliation of status symbols--the concomitant of
power and authority--with the democratic concepts is a re 1
concrete cultural issue in busines

experience.

Fourthly, business has to lock horns with the

tate.

the growth power of business, it has become imperativ

ith

for the

state, as the tru tee of national welfare, to see that business
does not misuse it
and nation.

power and influence at the expense· of society

In the name of preservation of competition and free

commerce and the extinction of harmful monopoly pow r, government
4John K. GalQraith,American C pitalism. (Bostons Houghton
Mifflin Company,1�5g), p.28.
5rhe Divine ight 91. Capital. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1946),p. 181.

-16has made con$iderabl e inroads into the enterprise system in the
role of an umpir

with the help of the l e gislature and so on.

In an economic atmosphere,

here perfect competition is only

conceptual; where free competition is only unre a l; arid where
workable competition is only possible, it behoves to agree with
J. M. Clark when he says:
"Now that the restraints of competitive individuali$m
are increasingly imperfect and inadequate, free
collaboration and irr sponsible self-seeking are no
longer compatible. If we are to have collaboration
by free men, it must be on the basis of teamwork
and a recognized obligation to cooperate. If irres
ponsible self- eeking remains the dominant mood, we
can have freedom without cooperation--which means
chao and breakdown--or we can have cooperation with
out freedom-which �eags totalitarianism in some form.
e canno t have both.�
Furthoroore a revision of the aims and motives of American
capitalism has seemed imperative in �he face of the ideological
conflict of this nation with Russia and communism.
ideology based on individual conflict,

A capitalist

elfish indivi d ualism

avarice, limitless ambition, denial of social interests and in
dividual aggrandizement looks preposterous and demonic

by

the

side of the communist myth of a classless society, a paradise of
the proletariat and the ultira, te dictator hip of labour.

A re

examination and re-definition of values of the enterprise system
pp ars crucial and urgent in view of the pivotal place of
6John • Clark, conomic Institutions and Human W lfare,
(N e w York1 Alfred A. Knopf, 1957), p.6.

-17America among the comity of free nation

of the world.

That the

aim of modern business is to provide an opportunity for free
and full development of th e individual sounds much nobler, human
itarian, moral and Chri tian

oppoied to the down-to-earth cold

elfish profit maximization motive, although it does not give
logical proof of being "better" however.
De Tocqueville wrot

that:

"Democracy and Socialism have nothing in common but
on word, quality. But notice the difference: �hile
democracy seeks equality in liberty, soc·alism seeks
equ lity in re traint and ervitude."7
Thu

the conflict is clearly between freedom and regimentation.

In this conflict, the purpose and objectives of American enterprise
are relevant and significant.

Hence the apparent need for a new

American business apologetic.

Here the compromise between

economic freedom and the national purpose poses the prover ial
Gordian knot to the modern manager and business.
La t but not least is the philosophical conflict of enterprise
economy.

Ther

i

a s 8 arch for a religious and moral ethic lead

ing to a new justification of busines

and t�is aspect will come

under review when w e review the n e w business moralists.
Amid t the maze of the conflict of aims of business, it
would be worth while to discuss the place of profits.
7Fri derich A. Hayek,Individ alism and Economic Order.
J
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Prese, L,57),
p.28.
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The Place of Profits:
There is a complacent confusion as to the place of profit$

in the mod rn enterprise and entrepreneurial operations.
"Th roo of co11fusion," a s rts Druck r, who is interested
in the art of management, not th
cience of positive
economic , "i the mistaken belief that the motive of a
person--the so-called 'profit motive• of the businessman,
i$ an expl nation of hi behavio� or his guid -� right
action • • • The profit motive and its offspring, the
maximiz tion of profit , are ju t a� irrel vant to the
function of a busines , the purpgse of a business, and
th job of managing a bu ine s."
Another writer poses the question:
It
"'hy
o graduat
tudents, by appl ing what they avow
n
are sound an lytical tools learned in college, often
ar r lve a t n i
olutions o
prob ems n bu in s
case ?" nd he proc_ods to answer with firm conviction;
"1 ha e fina ly c nc uded hat the trouble stems from
the assumption in most college economic texts and
coll ge cla & srooms th t the objective of a business is
to maximise profits. 9
11

Cordiner, speaking of ne

frontier

for professional managers

explains:
hat it is important to recognize the role of profits
in innovation. Some economist have come up with the
interesting theory that profits re essentially wages
for innovation. It i
qually true that innovations
subsist on profit • 10
11

11

8� Practice

tl

Manage.ent.,p.36.

9Robert • Anthony."The Trouble with Profit Maximization.
H rvard Bu
, eview. 1 ove.ber- ecember 1960. Vol.38,Nc.6,p.126
10 1 ew Fronti rs .f.2..!'. Professional Managers.,p.28.
11

,.

I
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Of course, Cordiner, the shrewd businessman that he is,
do s not fail to point out that profits are the lifeblood of
modern business.
Clare E. Griffin in his "Enterprise

in.�

.Etll Society,"

develops a theory which treats profits as a combination of
reward for th

Bisumption of risk and a differential return for

relatively great efficiency in management.

He argues that the

more rapid progress of the economy, the larger must be the factor
of risk beoau e progress means change and change creates un11
certainty a�d risk.
In the discussion of the place of profits in business, it
is r levant to raise the question whether the modern business
man's place in busine s is to make profit& or whether he makes
profits in order to stay in business.

This is the crux of the

issue as a result of the abandonment of the magnetic fa cination
of•profits in the clas ical model and the acceptance of a
"corporate conscience" in the contemporary model of busines �
where the non•economl� rewards of power, prestige• social approval
and the g neral aura of p ublic confidence and optimism are play
ed up to

ppeal to a society, which has apparently met the

physiological and
doe

afety needs of its membership.

The full belly

not believe in hunger.
Doe

this mean that we have snatched away from profit, it's

rightful place in business activity?

Far from it, in spite of the

new b siness moralists, profits are as important as ever and no
11 c

re E. Griffin,(Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, 1949).
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needle moves without the modern manager calculating its ultimate
profitability.

Profits are the chief criterion upon which .the

success of the organization and the efficiency of management are
evaluated.

Despite the great sophistication of business, profits

are the bedrock upon which every conceiveabl

ramification of

enterprise-marketing, innovation, basic research, advertising,
ma�s production, mass distribution• mass financing, employment,
stability of organization etcetra is constructed.

To thJ modern

man ger, the motive of maximization of profits still may yield
meaningful predictions about "his"future action, which is one of
the objectives of economic theory.

Profits are the daily constant

concern of the manager, whether it is "maximum profits" or ,.minimum
profit " or ''satisfactory profits."

Here is an economic system

based not only on profits, but also on losses and this iE a �rofit
and loss system.

A loss is a negative profit and the consequencee

of negative profit to the society, firm and the manager ar
me.'.'iningful.
"The man, who discover a new scientific truth, has
previously had to smash to atoms almost everything he
had learnt, and arrive Ii at the new truth with hands
bloodstained from the slaughter of a thousand platitudes." 12
A new product may be the product of a continuous flow of
money into re earch.

The t lk of soci 1 responsibilities, s e rvice

to country and community, charities, foreign aid, free and full
12Jose Ortega Y. Gasset, The Revolt £i � Masses. (New York:
W. �. Norton and Company, Inc., 19.32),pp.66-6'/.

-21development of the individual, a high standard of living, a high
level of employm e nt etcetra are mere manife tations of a "going
concern."

A corporation without profits is a "concern gone," and

gone also is all the talk that is eloquent, appealing and human
itarian and one might also note that these ideas don't yield
the middle axioms that guide action in business problems.
There appears to be double-talk as to the goals and aspiration of business.

In spite of this, managerial efficiency and

the prospect of profits are closely interwoven.

Profits are the

mainspring of progress under the capitalist rules of the game.
The recent price-fixing cases involving some of the leading
electrical firms are no mere thunder in the wilderness, but a
clear evidence of how far business is committed to the concept of
profits.
The supreme paradox of modern enterprise experience i

that

while the society rests on the necessity, munificence and be
nevolence of profits, the profit mot've as such is met with in�
crea s ing

ocial disapproval.

The result of this social attitude

on the businessman is well expressed by Raphael Demos:
"Jt is rather that he (busine::1s1Tan) tends to live a divided
life, stressing self-interest inside his business while
xpres s ing his s ocial impulses out ide it.»13
Although the elements r e sponsible for this transforwation
ere numerous and complex, there seems to be general agreement

13

"Business and the Good Society,' Harvard Bu$iness Review.
(July-August, 1955), .40.

-22that the primary factor is the change in the s ize and struct u re
of the businea5 corporation and the training and motivation of
those in control of busines s •

Central of business has passed

from the ownership hands into the hands of management.
A brief survey of the profession of mana�ement would help
us gain an additional insight into the conflict of busines s aims
and motives.
(c)

The Newest Profes s ion:
Among the professions, the newest i s the profession of

management and in fact it is so new that s 0 me even go to the
extent of not accepting management as a profession for the lack
of an organized body of knowledge and principles.
speci�lization

a nd

big busine ss , the
owner

In the age of

division of labour and with the growth of
C ontrol

to the managers.

of busines6 has transfer�ed from the
Management is relative l

y

free from the

control o f the s tockholders--the real owners, who are hai l e� a &
th e ttfunctionless owners 11 --and the management per i onnel is often
more highly s pecialized and

elected for professio1al competence.

The rnanageria l contribution to American business enterprise
shall be discussed in detail in the f ifth chap·t. er, where
econ 0 mic an d cultural chang e .
wi u. the

l' ela t

e

..
discuss

But here we shall concern ourselves

ionship of managem e nt to the conflict of business

goal s and motives.
lith the institutionalization and prof e ssionalization of
management, there has been an awakening as to the duties, obligations

-23and respon$ibilities of management towards employees, stock
holders, customers, and the country.

The motivations of modern

management may bo substantial1y different from those of the
owner-capitalist.
1920's see

Here the prophetic words of Lord Keynes in the

relevant to the present day experience:

"One of the most interesting and unnoticed d C v lupments
has been the tendency of big enterprise to socialize
itself. A point rrives i n the growth of a big institution-
particularly a big railway or public utility enterprise,
but also a big bank or big insurance company at which
the owners of the capital i.e. the stockholders are almost tntirely ct·l s o. ss 0 ciated from the managemen t , ith
the result that the direct personal interest of the latter
in the making of grea profit b comes quite secondary.
when this stage is reached, the general stability and re
putation of the institution are more considered by
manage:nent than the maximum profit for the stockholders.1114
Hava we reac h ed this stdg?
e

One wonders when one takes

cognizance of what management professes and how it operates.
fhe split-per 6 onality reminds one of the creation of R. L.
Stevenson-- Dr. Jekyll and Mr. iyde--in a milder form.
rlal preoccupation with the gene l' al

The manage

ta�ility and reputation of

the institution in itself may be related to a more sophisticated
type of p.rofit-maximization Oi)eration.

Some argue that a

management without personal stake in busineEs, mainly in the form
of partial proprietorship, is not quit

conducive to the p.rofit

ability and progress of the orga, ization.

While profit-maximi

zation was th& sole aim of the owner-entrepreneur of a bygone era,
Beardsle, iuml
points out th t to the modern management:
\
l4John M. Ke'fnes,"1he End of !..aissez Faire" {1926) re
published in Esaay$ i!2 Persuasion. (London: 1931),pp.316�17.

-24"Profit b e comea nu b rs on a scoreboard, th p y-off
ntry in a competitiv 9 me. lh inc ntive to
nt
9
che
i not profit a profit, bu t the prestig that

to h ving ma ci e
g od racord, to
bing mor
u cossful th�n the m
peting firm in th s me industry
more than la t y r or more th n
was ble to e rn."15

•

•

bing rec (J g�lz_
s
comna em-nt of
or to having .arned
a pr viou$ mdnegem.nt

This does not ch nge m tho mnin th
sp to of the , an gerl, l r e vol tion.

stockholder , govornm nt an
mu t ta k of progr
th

c

firms in

Mode r n . an ge1 en t i

a

eel c tering to tho demands of consumer , �mploy

b lanco

•

b havior of th

the mar k et

s, ch a p r

•

tructure and hone

it

nd bott r good s a n d $ervic s to

nd th e opportunity for

s m.rs, bett r wag

a,

to the emp oy es, profitr. to tho

•elf-deve lopment

har hoider I , community

ervice

and fair

.nd national purpo I a to the government, and fr

comp a ti tion to the , arket structure i n order to gain the good-

will of all the above

I

gm nt� of bu iness lif

and to p e rpetuate

the profe i1on of m a na e ent.
(!it a tedatth

n rraou5 pow r vested in him, a lthough inodern m nager is a

wardly

njoying hio privil g $ d position, the

c a

example of what Shak sp 8 ar e meant when h

• 1c

i mort 1
Ii

• the im
e, m o,.
• r time

and �otives of modern busino
to be so

of m n's aimt in lif .
s res lted in

p r

those

ine ; "Un ea ay lie I the head that we rs the crown."

Thu
but

wrot

Th

g It nor 1 and hazy a

ar

to encompass moat

&b il ndonment of the cla iic l model

conflict of aims and motive

in bu in

nee.
1510 orrow•• Busin ss.(

not cl e r

w York: 1945}, p.106.
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-25"Nevertheless, enough has changed,'' speaks Mason,"both
in the system and t chn i ques of thinking about the system
to nake t},e classica l apo ogetic quite unacceptable to
twentieth century opinion, and the managerialists ar.
quite right in sensing that a new� or at least a refur
bished, ideology i _called for. 11 1
The absence of clarity of ourpose and the presence of con
flict as t0 the aims and motives of business focuss s our
att�ntion an

interest on the emerging pattern of an American

business apologetic to take the place of the classical apologetic.
It is the purpose of this thesis to explore and analys

the de

velopment of an apologetic, confining ourselves to the arguments
of Knight and the libertarians and the viev:s of the new
busiress moralists.

Let us examine Knight and the lib�rtarians

in the n xt chapter.

16

Edward S. Ma!>on, "The Apologetics cf 't anagerialis!"!'',"
The Jou r n a 1 2..f.. Busi n _ ss , Vo l • XX XI ; 'o • I, (January 1? 5 5 ) , p. l O.
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An Analysis of Knight and the Libertarians:
(a) Economic Freedom as a Goal.
(b) The Role

of

State and Economic

olicy.

(c) The Role of Religion (Christianity.).

",ian cannot live without nn economic theology-
wi ho t some rati.onalizat·on of the bstract and
seemingly inchoate ar angcmE�ts, which provide
him with livelihood."!
In this chapter we sha l deal with an analysis and ex
ploration of the lib r t arian arguments of a market economy in
t e l i g t of wh i cli i

pur ose of this thesis to examine

is

the deve1oproent of an American business apologetic. Mises and
Hayek in Au tria, aobbins and Jewkas in Great Britain, and

Knight, Simmons, a d �cCord iright in the U.
mainly responsible for the formulation of the
'iberal c se

ec ·nt

.l.

t a earlie

ye

r , with a

li aral school of

s.

A. have been
raditional

ight Lodific tion of

hought of Ad m �mith and the

physloc�ats in the light of modern economic issues and changes.
nci •nt31
competitiv

y

it is interesting to note tho coincident rise of
capit

ism, political liber lism and individualis

tic philo ophy of enlightenment.
The libertari n arguments of a market economy, which con�
stitute a "libertarian apologetic," reveal three ptomisos
1John K. Galbraith, American Capitalisms The Concept of
Countervailing Powe1·. (dost n: Houghton ifflin, 1952), P• 18.

-27from which we can explore their views.

Firat,they are mainly

preoccupied with economic freedom a& a goal and an ideal. Secondly,
they are concerned with the role of the state in the formulation
of economic policy.

Thirdly, the libertarians, whoae concept
•

itself is considered intellectual and rational as opposed to any
sentimentality and irrationalism, because it is baaed on a religion
of irreligion, take a strong position on the role of religion in
the enterprise economy, which ia diametrically opposite to that
of the present growing trend of a "do-good-philosophy," so much
influenced by the new business moralists.

Let us start with the

first premise,
(a)

Economic Freedom as a Goals
The complete spectrum of
• libertarian argument• of a market

economy ia an eloquent and passionate advocacy of economic freedom

.

as a goal and an ideal, "because freedom
" is the only moral value
that is recognized as relevant."

The foundations of the market

economy under libertarians rest on a passionate plea for a
dispassionate rationalism, where the market forces are under the

direct influence of the individuals and not the plaything of wind,
weather, or spirit• or even Godi
"The rise of the strange phenomenon of modern liberalism ii
undoubtedly
• to be explained, "in the words of Knight, "in
part as a reaction against the peculiar dogmatism, intolerance,
and obscurantism of medieval "Christian Europe."2

2Frank H. Knight, "The Role of Principles in Sconomics and
Politics." American fconomic Review (March 1951), p.l.

-28Th e passage from the "dark" period• of faith to the "bright"
era of reason brought forth in it

wake the rise of individualiim,

political liberalism, and competitive capitalistic society, with
the re 6 ult the pursuit of freedom in economic, political, social,
life of the individual i 8 a paramount goal.
and religious
•
Whether the coincidence in the rise of individualism, political
democracy, and competitive capitalism is a mere historical
accident or not, is not the concern of this the is, but our
cone rn is centered around the libertarian argument

• for economic

fr e edom of the individual in the enterpri 8 e economy.

In the

opinion of Hayeka
"Freedom in economic affairs" as w know it in a system of
competitive enterprise is, a nee sary prerequi&ite of
the "personal and political freedom" which characterized
western civilization."3

••

Knight, who champions the cause of the liberals, writes
that:
"The oauae in question here•-freedom in economic life as
a main component of freedom in general, is in the fir a t
instance that of free exchange in market&. Apart from
being one form of as ociation in which arbitrary power
is practically excluded, this sy 8 tern of organization
has the tpecial and supreme me�it of enabling men to
cooperate for mutual advantage without argument--as far
as the advantage was mutual and the p�oblem of action
is "economic" i.e. the effective ua of given means to
achieve freely chosen ends."4

•

3see Freidrick A. Hayek,Road ,12. Serfdom (Chicago& University
of Chicago Pre s 1944).

•

4"the Role of Principles in Eoonomics and Politics.", p.7.
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" • • • Economic principles are simply the more general
implications of the single principle of freedom, in
dividual and social, i.e. free as Bociation in a certain
aphe�e of activity • • • The perfect market (miscalled
perfectly comp titive) is unreal, but conceptually nee�
easary. It is the embodiment of complete freedom. The
freedom in question centers in the right of each to be
the judge of his own values and of the use of his own
means to achieve them."5
Here, the central assumption is that the individual is the
beat judge of hi s own values and interests and he is free to
pursue them in his own way and such individual pursuit of &elf�
interest will enhance the overall efficiency of the market economy
with mutual advantage through free exchange of goods and services.

The liberal apologists point out that,
"The "end" of the enterprise economy is, in liberal theory,
productive effici e ncy, which means the transformation of
the ultimate productive capacity poss ssed by each in
dividual into maximum "income" consisting of "good& and
services" reduced to a co�mon denominator in terms of each
individual's preferences."6
Productive efficiency is the goal of a competitive market
economy, whose fundamental tenet$ are founded on individualism�
a theory of society where the pursuit of his own interests by
ach will work

oward the greatest happiness of all.

This mu Bt

not be construed a& advocacy of irresponsible self-seeking, for
the liberals like

o.

•

H. Taylor admoni ha

'"Theory of Economic Policy and the History of Doctrine.",
Ethia. Vol. 63, (1�52.-5.3), p.281.
6F. H. Knight, Freedom

Reform, P• 56.

-30" • • • it must be clear to ca�eful reader of
phy&iocrats and d�m Smith, that their belief in
lals$ez-faire and free competition wa s not a belief in
the absolute right of the individuals to make aa much
money a possible, regardles of social conseAuences, but
on the contrary,
a belief that the public's· right to good
•
service at fair prices could be protected by universal
,
izing the right to the pur·.a uit of the best profits
obtainable. They preferred• to trust the individual's
moral eense, plus hi fear of competitors, rather
than
•
a law, which prescribed the quality of his output and
his prices, b�t made him a •heltered monopolist."?
Another fact of libertarian preoccupation of economic free
dom with regard to market economy is whether, in the pursuit of
individual intereat , there is a general harmony of interests
or "harmony of rightly understood interests" or whether the
conflicting individual intere st

lead to the maximum "good" for

all in the natural o�der of lais 8 ez•faire capitalism.

Here,

Hayek denies the harmony doctrine thu$:
"They {individualist writers) were more than merely aware
of the conflicts of individual intere$t and $tressed the
necessity of "well-constructed in$titutions" where the
"rule and principle s of contending interests and com
promised advantages" would reconcile conflicting interests
without giving any one g�oup power to make their views
and interests alw y$ prevail over tho e of all other ."8
McCord Wright points out that the creative vitality essential
for progress i

inseparable from a degree of selfi hnes

and

conflict; no perfect harmony is attainable or deairable and some
,conflict is inherent in the nature of the universe, of life and
value •9
7Economics and Liberalism. (Cambridge: Harvard Univer$ity

Press 1955), p.327"'°

81ndividualism and Economic Order.(Chi¢ago: University
Chicago Press 1957),p. 13.
9See Demosracy � Progress. (New Yorks Macmillan Co., 1948).

-31Galbraith place

before us the group interests--farm,labour,

management etcetra as a mere m a nifestation of the concept of con
flicting intere t •1° Knight, ridicules the universal harmony

concept in his inimitable

tyle:

"The accusation that Adam Smith, .g.,b lieved in a
universal harmony of intere ts among men, is merely one
di couraging example of what pa e widely in learned
circle for history and discussion."11
Knight propo e

• his

manship where the rule

celebrated theory of game and sport -

of the game,

"must envi age conflict," which is the essence of life,
but thi mu 6 t take place within a larg r harmony, whatever
that may be. Conflict hould, at any rate, be put on a
e
progressively
higher level. This mean cooperation in
thinking and acting to promote progres a the basi of
all and all under the limitation of gradualism and sea oned
with humour and play."12

•
Promotion
of progre

and productive efficiency, according to

libertariani m, is the prime product of economic freedom.
principle of freedom i

The

apparently ace pted in modern civilization.

"It is a "value," a thing the individual ought to want, even
ought to have if he may not choose it, a part of the
modern ideal of the dignity of the
• per on. Thus the laws
of the liberal state do not allow men to ell themselve 6
(or children) into "involuntary servitude," even if they so

lO ee John K. Galbraith,The ffluent Society. (Boston,
Houghton Mifflin Company, 195'a);'".
11"The Role of Principle & in Economic and Politics."p.16.
12Freedom ! geform. P• 177.
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chooee, though everyone i s free from day to day to
place himself or hiG property under the direction of
another, on terms s atisfactory to both parties.
This is the entrepreneurial relation, which 1& in a
real sense the central feature of the
• modern free
economy • • • Freedom itself is a thing men want, and
have a right
• to, even possibly at the cost of a formally
better management of one's affairs by an ov erload of
any kind. 13
0

Thi$ passionate plea of Knight .for freedom
• is not very

dissimilar to the much celebrated passage of John Stuart Mill, a
more illustrious, and the the earliest apostle, of liberal thoughts
0 Tbe

principle of freedom cannot require that he
• should
be free not to be free. It it not freedom to be allowed
to alienate hi$ freedom.ul4
In fairne s s to Knight it mu s t be pointed out that Knight was
not completely unaware of the great error of the liberal age of
the dle-hard liberals--that of exaggeration of the tignificance
of the freedom or over-emphasis, to the neglect of other principles,
as i1 shown in the s e wordit
"It Jhould not go without saying that freedom alone would
. an approximation to the conditions reguired
not produce
for a market itself, the freest possible market."15
This is a conoept of
• modified lib e ralism, which may be de•
fined in terms of what is "cricket" and what is not.

While the

libertarians are preoccupied with freedom, the conflict of
individual freedoms is well-expres s ed by Martin Bronfenbrenner:
�JKnight.

p.J-4.

0

Role of Economic Polley and the History of
• Doctrine."

l4see Martin Bronfenbrenner, 0 Two Concepts of Economic freedom."
Ethic. s . Vol.LXV, No.J, (April 1955), P• 159.
15urhe Role of Economic Policy and the History of Doctrin�."

P• 16.
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•

'Confli�t between fre do
pp r nt in �ont por ry
and rellgioua dltcriminatlon.
A ric in probl m of r
The fr edor of ( gro, J , nd Oriental)to njoy the • e
privil gee a the» Am e ric n1 and lngl fre ly 1th \h m
(Ku Klux Klansman, Christian
co lid a with the freedo of
Frontier, or
tiv ton of h Golden We t,) to elect
th ae with who he nd h1 f mily om into cont ct. In
labour �elations, the f�eedo of A (the e ployer) to telect
his • ploy ea conflict with the fre dom of B (th work r) to
join unions of hi own ch 0 o 1ng or ape k his own mind on
tt r &, the fr edo of A
public iaaue . In intellectual
{the te ch r nd the reae rch wo�ker) to pre• nt hi con•
clu1iona ln hi• w y or cho se b ·probl ms on which h
ball wor' , eett the freedom of 8 (th par nt or th trustee)
to d ter ine what his inor childr n ,h 11 be t ught o� how
n in stitutional fund be allocated."16

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

•

of society inas oci tion.

ii

• it

ccord nc

• with th e

h d p a inted w s th t of a fr
he individu l w

qual right of all

happ1ne•••
thought,

•••is•

freedo

wh t h

which th
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C

•
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e

ure of

thic l probl e m to liberal

•

fre dom to u1 pow e r, of which th individu l
uch or little or non• at all, a nd be
ually

to ute une u 1 pow r i

calla "th

17th end 18th c nturiea

ther individu ls to the maxi um

Power pr • nt1 a re l

""Freedo
a Y pOfS
fr e •"l?

•

principle of fr edom ls free

the supreme g al and w
0

•
•

•

nt1on d that the liberal 1d al

h0 uld be

The ideal piotur

•

•

•

•
•

H.r , of cour•

•

•

•

not fr edo .

Knight tree •

tickn •• of lib r 1 1ociety" in th

m nlfeat a tion

16.,tht ol of Econom1c Policy a nd th History of Doctrine.•
P• 16. "Two Cone pta of Bcono 1c Pre d m," P• 159•
1
0
7 ......_
· f•......,_.......,.
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-.34of two "mechanical weakne s Se$." {l) Monopoly and monopoly power;
(2) Cycles of booms and depre

ions--and ethical limitations

of individuali m--that of unlimited
check

and balance

elf-seeking without proper
of a free mark t economy.18

At pre le nt, there is no greater danger than the "realistic"

view that freedom means irresponsible self-seeking and nothing else,
which is mostly due to the lack of libertarian concept of "ideal"
competitive market, a

is pointed out by one of the leading con

temporary students of market organization,
"The principal general indication of the tudies of American
market structure are (among others) that concentration of
output amo g relatively few 8 ellers is the dominant pattern."19
This clear case of concentration of economic power in fewer
hands, lend

to an imperfect market which

calls for
• proper checks

and balances in order to lend itself to the libertarian goal of
efficiency and maximum "good" of all.
With regard to thi

issue of individual power and how he is

going to use it in the market, Wilhelm Ropke argues thu$:
"What will happen when the & e individualist motives induce
people to do things which are manife tly harmful to others? • • •
I it enough to appeal to peoples' enlightened self�interest
to make them realize that they serve their own best
advantag by submitting to the discipline of the market
and of competition? The answer is d cidedly in the negative.
The rn rket is not enough. Granted that market economy is not
enough, where is the an sw r? It i s in self-di cipline,
a ense of justice, honesty, fairness, chivalry, moderation,

18see freedom .2.!1Q. Reform.pp. 371-400.
19Joe s. Bain, i urvey .Q.f. Contempor ry Economics.
(Philadelphia, Blackiston Co., 1948), P• 136.

-35public spirit, respect for human dignity, firm ethical
norms--all of these things which people must possess before
they go to the market and compete with each other.
These are the indispensable supports which preserve both
market and competition from degeneration. Family, chu�ch,
genuine communities, and tradition are their sources." O
Despite his eloquence one wonder& whether Ropke is answering
his question logically at all, and he seems to be merely appealing
to "enlightened self-intere s t which he so decidedly repudiated
as not enough earlier.

This discussion leads us to the economic

policy in the stimulation of free competitive trade for the good
of all and the role of government or state in such stimulation,
for everyone and every society in each new epoch of its life,
must seek a viable and satisfying faith to live by, a faith which
without unreason can be held as true, with enough conviction to
give life stability and vigor, and yet with enough flexibility to
permit adjustments to new conditions, desires and insights.
B} The Role .Q.f lli, State� Sconomi� Policy.
In recent Western history, two
as to the role of the

tate.

I., 01

cepts have oeen advocated
•

One such concept is Spencer's

theory of individualism and survival of the fittest, following
the patterns of Darwinism, and the state is a mere "police" state
and a "necessary evil."

-

20see A Humane E·conomv,--1!1£. Social Framework .2.f. Free
Ma:,:ket. (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co!, 1960),Pp. 122-23.

-36�lndividu 11• 11 the fac • 0 f Helen that launched the
thouaand• ah1ps of eat rn C1v1l1aation • • • Political
democracy. Proteat ntia , Capit liam, Science and the new
learning are, ln 1 portent way1, aapecta of one and the
aa • hhiatoric trend." Thy all herald th rls of in•
dividuali
nd th e d cay of
• uthor ty, which marked the
paaaing of the M1ddl agea."21

•

•

The ideal pietur
•
e was th t of

free soci ty in which the

welf re of th • individu a l w • the supr me go l and wet aubject
only to the equ l right

f

sure of h ppineas�

It wa•

indlvidu l waa

11 other individu la to the maximum

cknowl dged to b

a ci ty,mo�eover, in which th

• the bat
•

judg

of his own lntereata.

The sole rightful function
• • of the atate would be to npolice"
fr

• do

ag init force

nd fra�d with minimum and 1nconaplcuou•

intervention
and to aleo maintain law and order in the aociety.
•
The influence of this concept i• di•cern1bl• in the era of rugged
individu liem of
• early A erlca
•• the Proteatant
Mr. Henry

thlc.

arked by what la commonly hailed

Thi• each-for•hlmaelf is expresaed by

lew• in the following way�

•

"Under this fr e ayate of Gov rnment, where y individual•
are fre e to get
living o� to pur1u wealth aa each thootea,
the uaual reault ia competition. Glorioualy then co petition
really me n• indu•tri a 1 freedom. Thul anyone may choote
• hit
own tr1de r prof asion, or if he doe• not like it, he m y
chang . H 1• fr• to work hard or not, he ay make hit own
•
�g int nd • t hit price upon his labour or his products.
flt ia fre to ac uire pro&perity to any extent, or part witb
it. By dint of gre ter effort or superior skill, or by
lntelligenc if he can mak b tter wages, he la free to live
bett r just a hi• neighbor la fr
to• follow his example nd

•

•

21

ph el Dem •• "Bualn••• and he Good
view, (July-August 1955). P• J7.

oclety."

li rva14

-:n to learn to excel him in turn. If anyone has a genius for
making and managing money, he is free to excercise hi I
genius a s another
• i 8 fre to handl his tools. If an in
dividual enjoys his money, gained by energy and successful
effort, his neighbor s are urged to work �arder, ��at they
and their children may have the same enjoyment."

•

"It wa
n exuberantly optimistic ethic. If everyone could
believe that eeking his self interest automatically imp�oves
the lot of all, the application of hard work should eventually
produce a heaven on ea:rth."23
Very obligingly, Mr. Henry Clews pictures this "heaven on
earth" in his flowery exuberance of verbo 8 ity:
"America is the true field for the human race. It is the
hope and asylum for the oppressed and down-trodden of every
clim . It ia the inspiring example of America--the peerless of
I
t 11 e nations
of the earth, the brightest &tar in the
political firmament--that is leavening the
• hard lump.of
It is
ari$tocraoy and promoting spirit throughout the world,
•
indeed the gem of the oc9an to wllich the world may well
offer homage. Here merit is the 8 ole test. Birth is nothing.
The fitte t survive. Merit is the supreme and only
qualification es ential to success. Intelligence rules
world and sy&tems of worlds. It is the dread monarch of
illimitable ipace, and in human society, especially in'
America, it shine s a a diadem on the forehead of those who
stand in the foremost ranks of human enterprise. Here only
natu�al order of nobility is recognized, and its motto,
without coat of rms or boast and heraldry, is intelligence
and integrity!"24

•

•

Without going into the merits of the pictured paradi&e of
Clews, it is worth while to note the enormous influence of Spencer's
• I
theoi¥
of individualism and survival of the fitte t on American

ethos, so much a part of the legacy of frontier day & of struggle.
22william H. Whyte.lli Organization .M!.!!. (New Yorks Doubleday
& Company, 1956),Pp. 17-18.
23Ibid.
24Ibid.
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-39"The fundamental assumption, here as elsewhere, is the unlimited
variety of human gifts and skills and the consequent
ignorance of any single individual of what is known to all
the other members of society taken together. Or, to put this
contention differently, human reason, with a capital R,
does not exist in the singular, as given or available to
any particular person, as the rationalist approach seem$
to assume, but must be conceived a an interpersonal proce$s in
�hich any one's contribution is tested and corrected by others.
This argument doet not assume that all men are equal in their
natural endowments a nd capacities but on y that no• man is
qualified to pass final judgement on the capacities ,9ich•
another posse ses or is to be allowed to excercise."
Thus individual interests and freedom should not be surrendered
at the altar of "society''•

Here J.ohn M. Clark admonishes thats

"Irresponsible power leads to either chaos or coercion. As
I have said el$ewhere, a state cannot surrender to chao 6 ,
but it may lo e its liberal character in combating it. So,
the objective i to establi &h ways of acting which may relieve
Government from facing this hard alternative.1128

•

But any centrally planned economy would spell disaster to a
liberal society.

Gordon

laker, a former British minister of

labor, �arns that:
"nee the st te discharges on behalf of society the main
social obligations that attach to wealth(i.e. introduce&
full social security) then industry, wheth r in public or
priv a te hands can without scruple regard man at his place
of work as economic man and nothing lse ••• It can £On
centrate solely upon the end of economic efficiency."2�
H. M. Oliver Jr. regards state intervention as a futile
measure:
27rndividuali I m and Economic Order. p. 15.
28

uidepoets i.!!, .!i.!!l.,_

tl

~hange {New York: Harper- 1949),p.62-6J.

29
Gordon c. Walker,cited by F. H. Knight, "Role of Principles
in Economics and Politics," p. 27.

-40" oreover since interventionist measures are even more
directly self-defeating, their.resylts cause governments to
intervene again and again until the final result is a
complet ly state controlled economy."JO
Io Hayek, socialism (as a method). collectivism or planning
although often defended as a means of

chieving a "new" economic

freedom mu t involve not only the end 6f true economic freedom
(such a

choice of occupation), a conclusion which should be
1
obvious, but also the end of personal and political freedom.3
Furthermore H. M. Oliver points out that:
"The problem of freedom is the obverse side of the probl�m
of power. Power enables a man to coerce, by making others
dapendent upon him. Thus, to be free means not to confront
power. F r men living in society, complete freedom is of
course impossible, since we are all dependent upon one
another, but we can approach maximum freedom by so arranging
distribution of power that averyone possesse only a trivial
share. \id-nineteenth century liberalism sought to
realize this attainable maximum, but did not actually
achieve it. Liberty prevailed in the legal-political sense,
but laissez-faire policies allowed the widespread growth
of monopoly and oligopoly; that is, of entrenched marke
power.".32
Knight recognizes the errors of the liberal age with its
over-emphasis on freedom, to the neglect of other principles,
which ar

"partly responsible for the
• reaction we now witness,

which threatens the

xtinotion of freedom."

Knight admits that1

"A free and highly organized society does afford wide
opportunity for the abuse of power; and it is �nevitablet
JO"Von Mi s es on the Harmony of Interests." Ethics. Vol. LXX,
No. 4 (July 19 50), p. 289.
3lsee Road to Serfdom.

--

32110rdo and Coercion; A logical critique." The Southern
Economic Journal. Vol. XXVII No. 2, (October 1960)p. 82.

-41"while men are imp e rfect, that many will yield to the
temptation. In modern liberalism the emphasis on freedom
has also tended to be extreme and uncritical and this has
encouraged irresponsibility; and it has also encouraged
undue emphasis on getting power, in comparison with re
flectiao on the ends and values for which power is to be
used."JJ
Knight r cognizes the fact of an imperfect market, where,
" • • • the state is to preserve freedom, it must assume
qu lity in that sense, or at least act to prevent 11 too
much" inequality; and that duty becomes the main guide to
rightful economic policy."
Knight raises the is s u e of

conomic policya

"The .truth clearly is (I think) that the central issue of
economic policy i the distribution of power between
individual (familie and other actual unit or organizations)
and between the e and the community, ultimately the sovereign
state. This is the concrete form of the issue as to how far
"society" ought to go in the direction of one or the other
oppo s ite extreme conception of freedom or what i$ 'effective'
and 'desirable' freedom."34
Knight 'ducks' the issue in his forceful way:
"We do not know, e ither what are the right ideals, or how
th e ocial�economic progress works and what it can be
expected to bring forth in the absence of interference or
how to interfere 'intelligently' with its natural operation
and development.«35
But it must b

8 aid

to th

credit of Knight that he was pre-

pared to bring liberalism down to the "impurity" of the earth
from i

high utopian pedestal of "purity" by realizing the

33Freedom .2.!1Q. eform. p. 172.
R- 34 "Theory of Economic Policy and History & Doctrin .",p. 282.
35Freedom 2..!1Q. Reform.p. 75.

-42shortcomings of the early libertarian arguments of a free market
economy and thu
die•h a rd liberal

pave the way for •�modift@d"liberalism.

But other

like Henry Simmons completely rejected the middle

way of compromise between strict old liberal uropia and full
collectivism.
The other concept, as to the role of the state, which has
as urned prominence, is that of a "Welfare State"
or the "New Deal."
•
This concept froma the cornerstone of the contemporary liberal
or neo-liberal thought and the e s sence of 20th century liberalism.
This neo-liberal thought generally lacks the anti-state overtone

of its predece g sor and the dogmatic defence of economic

fre dom

nd individualism of its former counterpart.

certain

xalted "flexibility of approach" to economic policy as

a result of economic and cultural chang
more "pragmatic" than "dogmatic."

There is a

that it ha& been hailed

The plea of

J•

balanced pragmatic approach in economic affairs i

• Clark for a
indeed refreshing,

•

"Let us hav P�ivate Ent rprise, where that i most effective,
Public Enterpri e where that is mo s t effectiv e r governmental
and legal frameworks to prev nt unreasonable fluctuations or
intolerable inequalities and l t us remember that the
fund mental object of the economic ystem is not th production
of commoditie ,f which are merely intermediate goods, but of
rich and interesting human lives. Let us be�are of ideologies,
wh ther of rigid laissez-faire or doctrinaire socialis.m; let
u s trea ure freedom of the individual, but not be afraid to
limit it by law in the in�erest of greater freedom for all,
and let us inculcate the h bit of re 8 ponsible b�haviour, with
out which freedom inevitably destroy itself,ttJb
36K. E. Boulding, Review of John M. Clark, Economic Institutions
and Human Welfare, American Economic Review. Vol. XVII, No. 6
(December 1957), P• 1004.

_43_
Such sagacity and such words would have been blasphemous
in the individualistic era at its high watermark in the 18th and
19th centuries.
The welfare state concept marks a defin i te departure from
Spencer's concept of the survival of the fittest.

The role of the

state is not merely to ''police" freedom against force and fraud,
but also to promote the welfare of society.

That

a

market economy

subject to the cycles of booms and depressions, monopolistic,
and oligopolistic practices and power s , and unequal concentration
of economic power, which are far removed f�om the "complete
competitive system" of earlier liberalism, calls for a certain
d

r
mount
of regulation, i I realized by this latter group of liberal

thinkers
and here who else is better suited to discharge its
•
duty in the promotion of welfare of the individuals and the
community than the "government of the people, by the people, and
for the people?"
The concept of welfare state con titutes democratic statism
and here is the fundamental dichotomy between indivi�ualism and
statism and here we see the rise of ••social Ethic" and
of "Protestant E�hic."

he decline

The state i & no longer the Leviathan,

the archenemy of freedoms.

Whatever mea�ur•s the statG resorts

to are measures to preserve the
• competitive mark e t system

by

curtailing the power of the more powerful for the overall benefit

'

of the powerless and the free economic sy & tern.

I
The
neo•liberals

dislike monopoly even when the monopolist behaves benevolently.
Under this concept,

-44"The only complete freedom that the individual can hope for
is the freedom to share equally in the establishment of the
controls under which he and his fellows are to operate. And
this is democracy. The form of government and the type of
economic organization thus decided upon a�e secondary."37
We must develop a new alternative--a somewhat novel social
order adapted to meeting the needs of the times, and av·iding both
the extremes of pure individualism and of full collectivism.

The

middle way of compromise lies in liberal capitalism as pointed
out by O. H. Taylor:
"In the proper, general and flexible sense, liberal capital
ism, according to my faith, in its various and ever changing
approximate imperfect re lizations, is a necessary part of
all modern and hereafter po sible, tolerably free, humahe
and rational civilization!"38
The departure of modern liberal thought, in the light of
economic changes, from the earlier one finds expre I sion iirn Taylor
While reviewing Clark' s "Alternative

.12.

Serfdoms"

"In the initial discussion as to what results Americans of
today in general want from their economic and social system
and public policies, one key point is the position taken
that they are, actually and rightly, rather less eager for
increasing abundance of economic goods than they are for
some intangible, non-economic "goods." These latter include,
above all, those vaguely covered by the "security:" an improved
ctability of the economic system and of their own and other
positions, incomes etc., some guaranteed or protected minima,
and the psychological 'security' or comfort of a sense of
"belonging" to groups and to a community both friendly and
37Fairchild. "The Illusion of Freedom Part II." Quoted in
Martin Bronfenbre ner,"Two Cone pts of Economic Freedom.", P• 165.
38economics and Liberalism., p. 295

- 45
"powerful enough to relieve them in a measure of the strain
or pure, lonely self-reliance in a world full of hazards • • •
This underlies our moderate deviations from old liberal
orthodixy in w i h a key element was and is the austere
conviction that all men ought to be extremely elf-reliant
individu ls and individualists and 'sensibly' more eager
fo� the fullest freedom, opportunity and economic progress
than for the consolations of 'security.,39
Clark al o opines that w

cannot construct a worka le society

if we expect its members to be fully "rational" and spontaneously
soci lly good (at once competitive and cooperativ

in the right

ways and rnea ures) and without inner jungles of strong impulses
requiring careful social control, and certain, if wrongly controlled,
to produc

grave

ocial di orders.

O. H. Taylor points out the

"ill$" of our affluent society in another light:
"The fundamental causes lie, • • in excessive frustrations
of peoples' non-economic and non-rational but inevitable
natural, human and legitimate in emotional needs; for
s ffici nt, tolerable degrees of relative stability, con
tinuity, and security, not of their incomes alone, but of
their local, per&onal, family, and group and community way
of life • • • Fru tration of emotional need$ of this sort
produces a dim sense of living in an u ly, greedy, quarrel
som e, hostile orld; nd the hatred produced by fear is
directed at capitnlism 1 the competitive system• big
bu ines as th sourc of innovations necessit a ting change
or adjustment and di turbance everywhere, and the su posed
absence of sufficient public control a the explanation of
the felt and hated qualities of the social enviro ment. In
hort, my notion is that we need t-0 collaborate with the
investigators in the young psychological and social science
th t try to study the emotional side of the individual and
social life; and try in joint efforts to le rn what condition I
of life are required for tolerable motion a l health a nd
contentment or serenity, and how prevai ing practices in free
conomic soci ty might better provide or permit &uch condition 8
without undue interference with econimic r quirement s ."40
3 loc • .£i.i:._, P• 243.

40.!.� .£.!..L..,p.)10-11.

�46The modern liberal thought holds the middle way of compromi e
between liberal Utopia and complete collectivism in view of the
market changes.

In the process of suppressing the power of the

powerful groups, government has assumed more power and control,
mostly through legal measures in order to perpetuate free trade
and competition.

In this country, in view of the character of

its well-established political system and tradidions, the notion
of a sheer lust for power in the elected and appointed officials
as a serious danger to the freedoms of the governed is a r�diculou
myth,

The role of state is increasing in economic affairs of the

society and it is not

•

my intention to pass any moral judgement

on the case.
Having explored the "libertarian apologetics" for a market
economy and competitive economic system, we have reached an in
teresting stage where we set out t o examine the libertarian
position with regard to the role of Christianity in the free
market economy.

Their logical plea for rationalism puts

them in an opposite school of thought--the growing "Christian
apologists."
(C) The Role of Religion.
As stated earlier, liberalism is a religion of irreligion and
a "faith" based on "blind" opposition to "blind faith."

Hi 8 toriane

like Nehru and others lay the blame for "the Age of Darkness"--

;

-47"original sin" in the Middle Ages a$ Knight calls it--squarely
on the shoulders of Christianity, and the redeeming "light"
was the rise of liber d lism and individuolism and political
democracy.

Among the liberals, Kni9ht is particularly critical

of Christianity,
"Christianity had a reasonably fair trial at ordering the
world and individual life for a 'millennium' or so, and
the result was very different from the knigdom of God on
earth. The period in fact is commonly referred to in
history text books as a 'Dark Age' between two civilizations.
The Christian Church itself, from the time of its secure
establishment ( pecifically in wastern Europe) progressively
ceased to practice the doctrine s of original Christianity,
such as love, non-resistance, and taking no thought of the
morrow. It t a ught others to obey, while it commanded; it
aspired to be, and without scruple used all its power to
become a political power system, an imperialistic state."4l
It i I said that Christianity, as practiced today, is not
the simple religion of Christ, but

a

religion about Christ as

preached by the priests and the consequences of this transfer from
the divine perspective to human perspective are not altogether
quite happy.

But it must b e said that the fault does not lie

in religion but in the men who practice it.
"In the course of time, no very long period historically
s�eaking, the struggle of the individual for both religious
and economic freedom led progressively to victory. The
victory carried with it, the establishment of political free
dom or individualism in the shape of democratic government,
representative in structure and committed to the ideal of
maximum individual liberty. The role of government, ev!� in
the freest, most democratic form, was to be minimized."
41Freedom and

42Ibid.

eform.,p p. 168-69.

-43The liberals vie

the concept of freedom as an e t hical ideal

and the end being maximum efficiency within the walls of minimum
politico-legal coercion as manif·st d by t

s ate.

rationalists, Christian doctrines provide nu guide

To the
o meet the

complex problems of enterprise economy.
" • • • the i sues in modern civilization preeent intellectual
problems, and cannot be fruitful! attack d in terms of the
ethics of love, or any sentimental-personal morality.n43
C
Knight is highly skeptical that any appl cable rules can be deriveda

"Christianity is exclusively an emotional and personal moral
ity; and this, while unquestionably e s ential, does not
go beyond providin� or helping to provide the moral interest,
motive or 'drive' toward finding $olutions for problems ...... 44
"The genera l idea that love is no solv nt of problem. or
reliable guide to con�uct is perhaps the best brought out
example by relations within the fami y • • • 45
11

ttJhe problem is �ather that of loving in the ight way, or
expressing affection in the 'right•' meaning 'wise,' conduct."46
Knight also repudiates the Golden Rule i e l of doing as one would
be done by:
"In most real situation&, intelligent people know thot the
' b ther' not .,1n rely does. not want what e wou
a·nt in his
place, but also ·that what he wants is not what is good for
him, or for the world, and that to give it is not the right
course of action . • , The solemn fact is that what people
most commonly want fo� themselve $ i their 'own' way, as such,
or especially power."4?
Knight points out the ethical dualism of the market,
43Freedom .2..!lQ. Reform, p. 46.

44

OC•

C it •

, p • 10J •

451.2.£.. -cit., P• 107.

4610c. cit., p. 108.
47loc. r �it., P• 109.

-49-

"The spirit of life in the 'Christian' nations and the
spirit of Christianity offer an interesting study in the
contrast between theory and ractice. And all the while,
there are multiplying evidences of a genuine spiritual
hunger in the modern peoples. They have got away from the
spitirual attitude toward life, and do not know how to get
back. Science is too strong for old ideals of simplicity�
humanity, and reverence • • • This ethical dualism is
suggested by the vernacular expression 'business is
business,' meaning that business is one thing and 'charity'
anqther. I.here is a strong feeling that it i 'right' to
,.
'play' the business
according to the rules to make exchange
at the ratio abjectively set or made possible by the market ■
That is, it i .assumed to be thically legitimate and even
positively virtuous, to desire to maximize one's 'income'
as defined above, and to act in such a way as to do so,
subject always to the sweeping reservation of mutual free
consent in·all relations with other�. ,,48
Knight i
value

hiyhly critical of the current trend of posing ChriGtian

in bus nes

and suggests that it would be wise if

"business is buaines :"
h
•
•
•
the dualistic principle must be accepted whole
heartedly . • • if the'kind of civilization we call free i
to exist. Business must be separated from 'charity' mean
ing all personal considerations. The principle of business
i. -busines is on a par with that of justice-is-blind,
though both must be seasoned sometimes with mercy. 'Moral
obligations to persons in consequence of special r�lation�
ships is the general principle of feudalism, and is anach
ronistic and disruptive in a commercial or enterprise
economy."49

Knight calls for sportsmanship in place of charity and advocat s
th� theory of game to meet the ills of the imperfect competitive
system.

�is own code emphasises self-reliance, non- i nt e rference,

and "fair" competition.

Further he contends:

48Freedom 2..!lQ_ leform, p. 57
49«rheory of Economic Policy and History of Doctrine." P• 284.

"I hope I am opposed to my ticism and theology • • • I hold
th� freedom is a value on its own account, both a
desideratum und a right, and even a 'duty' in addition
to its instrumental import
through superior reliability
•
of the individual's judgement of his 'values' over that
of any politician or ecclesiastic likely to be in power,
49
even in a tlemocracy.»
•
He agrees that,
"Socialists and Communists have called religion the opiate
of masses, and in a broad historical sense that is correct."50
He argues that the plea of communism like that of Christianity
is justice under absolute authority, ignoring freedom, and
communism in its social program and pretensions is largely a revival
of historical-ecclesiastical Christianity with the church more
effectively merged in one all�powerful state.

To Knight,

Christianity is a supreme "irony of history:"
"That an original teaching centered ethically in humility,
meekness, self-denial, and self-sacrifice became organized
into corporations whose dignitaries have hardly been matched
for arrogant grasping t using and flaunting power and we 1th
and for insistence on prerogative to the borderline of
worship."51
This does not mean that the libertarians are opposed to
religion a

such.

Quite the contrary, the libertarians are prepared

to grant the individual the free choice of religion, but their
irritation and indignation is aroused when Christian doctrines like
love, meekness e tcetra are introduced in the "rational" economic
49"Theory of Economic

olicy and History of Do C trine." p. 284.

50"The Role of Principles in Economics and Politics." p. 24.
51 1£.£ cit.p. 24-25.
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-52Defending competition he s aysi
" • • • there is no greater mistake than to assume that
competition and rivalry are incompatible with human
brotherhood. One would find it v ry difficult even to
amuse oneself without some form of competition."55
But when "ideal" condition s of lib e rtarianism are not present
J. M. Clark draws the conclu$ion1
" • • • one's economic dealings are matters of vital interest
and • • • obligation$ of good citizenship apply to them
directly • • • "
To the rationalists, and individualists, the business of
minding "others'" busines
pre 8 sed by H •

is irrational, as forcefully ex-

• Oliver Jr.:

" • • • an economy in which men were unreas .ning altruist ,
generally paying more attention to other persons• busines s ,
than to their own, would be inefficient as well as
'irritating.• Behavior of this variety would be igefficient
and irritating in politics as well a 6 in market."5

o.

H. Tay or rationaliz

the libertarian argument thus,

"The ceteru paribus phrase that qualifies our fundamental
assumption must never be forgotten. Men do not pur u
financial gains only, to the xclusion of other objects of
desire. The number, quality, and strength of non-pecuniary
motives that interplay with the desire for gain, anti
check or modify it may be indefinitely modified by legal,
religiou , intellectual and moral influence . Actions can
55The R ligion Worth Having.{Lo
Press, 1940), P• 83-84.

Angeles: The Ward Ritchie

56"Attitude to\rard mark t and political self-int•rest." Ethics.
pril 1955), p. 176.

-SJ"be induced by making them respectable or honourable or
pious as well as by making them profitable. "Mechanistic�
economists have not generally denied this. Their use of
"laws" of the most-profitable-action to explain prices and
• that
other economic phenomena, therefore, docs not p rove
they ever wished to put economic life outside of the sphe�e
of the moralist • • • If modern capitalism, modern liberalism
and modern civilization, in general are to be regarded as the
products of a new religion that arose in the seventeenth"
century, that religion has inculcated humanitarianism
as well a s the economic virtues."57
Thue we have seen that the "libertarian apologists'' clash
with the "Christian apologists," whom we shall discuss presently.
Libertarian arguments for a market economy with free and 'fair'
competition, non-interference, in�ividual freedom constitute a
"libertarian apologetic" and we shall pass on to examine the
other

8

chool of thought--the
moralist school of thought of
"

Selekman and the new business moralists.

57economics

.2.!1.9.
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-54CHAPTER

IV

1.!:ili. 1!fili BUSINESS MORAL! rs--A C ITIQUE
(a)

The Doctrine of Responsibilities.

(b)

The Quest for a Moral Philosophy.

c)

The Role of Religion.

In contemporary American business experience we see the
rise of another school of thought--the moralist II ' school, who
draw their inspiration from the heritage of Judaeo-Christian
thics of Yestern Civilization.

This new school of thought

presents what may be termed as a "moralist apologetic" or a
0

''Christian apologetic," which is a vehement repudiation of the
''busines -is-busines " principle of "libertarian apologetic"
and which is an eloquent

lea for "humanization" of b usiness

on the basis of the codes of Christian conduct.
i ts busin_s
ethical

To the moral-

is not mere busin ss, but something more with

nd social implications of humanitarianism.

The salient

features of this school of thought center around: (1) the
doctrine of responsibilities; (2) the quest for a moral philosophy;
and (J

(1)

the role of religion.

The Doctrine of Responsibilities
The lofty idealism of this school of moralists gain$

eloquent expression in the lofty style of Selekman:

-55"We are the children as well as the bearers of the Judaeo
Christian ethic and of the Graeco-Roman wisdom. The very
life of reason and beauty expressed by the Greeks and the
Romans, and the prophetic religion of the Bible are what
we profess and would like to live by • • • The problem of
putting our moral heritage into practice has the highest
priority as a major counterweight in a world ominously
overbalanced by material power."1
"We all subscribe to the Sermon on the N.ount, but o find
its application very difficult. This is the etern�l
struggle of man, as it is his eternal aspiration."
He proceeds prophetically,
"What will no doubt be recorded by historian as the ethical
awakening of American business constitutes one of the
dramatic developments of the past quarter-century. It has
always b en taken for granted that the American businessman
was a moral and religious man, even though his daily
practic s might at times have been questioned. Up until
recent years, however, it did not occur to businessmen to
articulate the fact that what they did had moral goals.
A NOTE,
In the light of the strategic and influential poaition of
modern enterprise (corporation) and with the rise of the
profession of management, this new school advances the
doctrin of responsibilities, which is imilar o the
familiar doctrine of trusteeship. The range and scope of
the doctrine encompasses progress, cheaper and better
goods and ervices to the consumers for a richer and
happier life; the opportunity of 8 elf-development and
human fulfillmen to the employees; free and fair competition
in the market s ructure; community s rvice and national
purpose towards the government.
The responsibilities of business are increa&ing day by day
so much as to embrace the aims of man's life, as opposed
to the libertarian arguments, where the individual is
absolved of these burdensome social responsibilities and
obligation s to the society and the nation and the world.

111Businessman in Power," Harvard Eusine s Review. (September.
October, 1961), P• 98.

i!l

211?ower and Morality in Business," Management's Mission
a New Society., p. 312.

-56ow just the opposite is true. An explicit moral attitude
is expressed again and again in literature, in meetings
of business group , in missions that go abroad, and in the
reception of delegates who visit us to get a better under
standing of American methods. The expression takes various
forms. The social responsibility of business is a favorite
theme, some leaders indeed take the unambiguous position
that "the corporation ll � moral community."3

"1

This idealism of the moralistic philosophy is a marked de
parture from the rationalism of the individualistic philosophy.
"Hundre
of lea i1 g busine smen have public y affirmed, in
speeches and by th written word, their keen sensibility of
their 1 oci
re ponsi i ities ti \ reports Howard R. owen,
in his church-sponsored study. He continues: "Indeed,
discu sion of th ' ocial responsi ilities of business'
h s become not only acceptable in leading business circles,
but even fa hionable • • • the experience of the thirties,
combined with world wide tendencies toward social control
and socialization of business, had lad businessmen to think
deeply about t e conditions which must be met if the private
enterprise sy tern i to continue as the basic organization
of this country. 4
11

alph Cordi er, the president of General

lectric Company,

� rites,
tt

n d fense ork, in commun'ty and educational affairs, in
erving the public inter t, Gene al lectric is constantly
re-examining its respon�ibilities. As society changes, we
r trying
ha
as w� know how to r pond thoughtfully
and creatively to the soci 1 responsibilities of a new age."5

3_ oral Philo ophy .L...£. an gem nt . ( ew York, Toronto,Londons
McG raw Hill Bo ok Company . Inc . , 1959) , p . J .
4social Responsiblities .Q.i the usinessman. (New York: Harper
& Brothers, 195 ),pp. 44-45.
5� Fronti r l.2.!, Professional Managers., P• 21.

-57Bowen lays the groundwork for the doctrine of social
responsibilities thus:
" • • • an overwhelming proportion of business is dona in
firms which have some independence of action in matters
of a ction in matters of production, pric , sales, income
distribution, finance, personnel, etc. This applies not
only to the several hundred great corporations which account
for a major fraction of American business activity but
also to many thousands of small and local businesses. The
typical condition in American business is a significant
degree bf action in these matters.tt
''When the far-reaching scope and consequences of private
business decisions are recognized, some questions naturally
arise: Are businessmen, by virtue of their strategic
position and their considerable decision-making power, ob
ligated to consider social consequences when making their
private decisions? If so, do they have social ob
ligations that transcend obligations to owners or stock
holders?"
ttThe answer to both these questions is clearly, yes • • • And
it is becoming increasingly obvious that a freedom of
choice and delegation of power such as businessmen excercise
would hardly be permitted to continue without some
assumption of social responsibility. True, we do not
necessarily depend entirely, or even largely, upon a sense
of social responsibility to secure socially desirable be
haviour on the part of businessmen. Businessmen are controlled by competition, by custom and by law. Nevertheless, we
do and must depend also on their assuming a large measure
cf responsibility if the economic system of free enterpri&e
is to continue and prosper.tt6
The moralists submit that the acceptance of obligations to
workers, consumers, and the general p ublic is an essential con
dition for the survival of the free enterprise system.

In

recent years, business leaders, economists turned ethicists,
and churchmen•alike have displayed an increasingly great emphasis
on businessman's social responsibilities.

The doctrine of

6social Responsibilities of the Businessman., p. 108.

-58respon ibilities is ju st one facet of the ne

scho 1 of thought,

which rejects the older philosophy of rugg d individualism as

expre

ed in th

ords of

ev. Cronin:

"The basic troubl with merican economic life is t at it
is disorganized • • • It is vainly expected that a sound
nd con ist nt or er will result from conflict."
"A philo ophy of secu arism, materialism, selfish individual
i m, gre d, varice, limitless ambition, and denial of
oci a 1 interest i bound to make society unhealthy."?
The co tributing economic factor
respon ibilitie
of bu in ss

to the doctrine of

eparation of ownership and man�gement
,,.
nd the rise of the professional managers, tho need
are the

for a 'n w' ju tificati n of free enterprise after the unhappy
consequences of the depression and enormous increase of power
of bu ine s
order i

s a re ult of the oligopolistic system of economic

merica.

"Aany today ee in the corporation," writes Eells, "a nucleu
The
0 f 'pow r' and d m nd that it use that power 'justly.'
corpor tion h , in this sen e, a social responsibil·ty to
confor n to the domin nt ethical code, even though to do so
m y be expen ive.
any declare that there are corporate
lig ti n th t ha V e nothing to do with the expediencies
o will or the pr fit position of a company. Managers
share t ls belief. : usinessmen thus internalize
soci ty's domin nt values a premises for policy decisions
ihich can ot b c lled e o-oriented in any narrow
ntrepre e ri 1 sens e ."
Furth rmore he point

out:

"There is aid to be a widespread managerial fear of hostility
o rd big business, sp ci lly among some intellectual
1 ader • T1
na rial cl s, it i pointed out, ha. become
?catholic Social Principles. (Milwaukee: Bruce, 1950), p.25.

-59"defensive in the face of gradual encroachments upon its
role as the responsible director of enterprise. Labour
union� hav mov din from one slde and government from the
other. Not the least, the examples of totalitarianism
abroad challenge businessmen to a sume leadership in fields
whic might otherwise be aken over by µublic government."
"\ hatever the complex of forces and causes, we have a milieu
that favors socially responsibl business institutions.
This climate of social responsibility is sensed by corporate
management. It is real and pervasive, and it is cent�al to
the emergent philosophy of business in thi country."
When it comes to defining the social responsibilities, the
doctrine becomes h zy and all-embracing, ranging from good and
cheap goods and services to the development of the individual and
the community.

The problem of this doctrine is expressed by

Richard Eells as follows:
"The di emm� of corporate responsibilities in our dynamic
social environment is in one sense a choice between
r sistance nnd r ceptivity. To resist the many new claims
made upon the corporation is to assume an eminently re
spectable position grounded upon the logic of property;
but rationality here may not turn out to be reasonableness.
Reasonable reg a rd for the public interest is a practical
nece sity. 11 9
Th

moralists also admonish that rejection of this doctrine

of social responsibilities, in spite of its pervading haziness,
and i

"princ·l le of feudalism 11 according to Knight, might

spell the eclipse of the corporation as a business institution.

�

e <l n i ng

,:i, ___
-,.n B usiness.,
tl ....u....o__d___
--------

910c. cit., P• 76.

P• 73.

-60 ...
Although the current trend in American business enterprise
is towards the acceptance of this moralists' doctrine of social
responsibilities, the doctrine is not without its share of
contemporary critics, who question the implications of this
doctrine.
Theodore Levitt in his article,

0

The Dangers .£1 Soc.ial

Responsibility," characterized the doctrine as a,
"canonistic exposition of a new orthodoxy--the era of 'socially
responsible enterprise'-- . • • The function of business is
to produce sustained high-level profits. The essence of
free enterprise is "to go after profit in any way that is
consistent with its own survival as an economic system. 0
The way that is consistent is the way of the pluralistic
society: "division, not-centralization, of power;variety,
not unanimity, of opinion; separation, not unification, of
workaday economic, political, social and spiritual functions."lO
11

He fears that this doctrine of responsibilities is leading
us down the road to a new feudalism.

This position of Levitt is

not di s similar to Knight's; but the only difference iB that
Levitt would leave the social responsibilities to a �elfare State.
,!{f'
Milton Friedmann argues that there is one and only one
social responsibility of business and that is:
11

to use its resources and engage in activities designed to
increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules
of the game, within the areu of free, open, and honest
competition and striving for gain."
Friedmann declares:

10 s ee Harvard Business Review. Vol. XXXVI, No. 5; (Septembet
October, 1958),pp. 41-60.

-61"If anything is certain to destroy our free society, to
undermine its v9ry foundations, it would be a widespread
acceptance by management of social responsibilities in
some sense other than to make as much as possible • • •
and this is a fundamentally subversive doctrine.«11
J. A. Ljvingston ridicules,
"management's responsibility, in the broadest sense (to be)
a good citizen!" exclaims Livingston in a condescending
tone, "the corporation now has a new identity apart from
profit making, apart from its charter, by-laws, and legal
trappjngs, apart from its shareholders. It is Good
Citizen, Inc.! And .the cor oration executive comports
h"mself to reflect that corporate citizenship. He wears
his church clothes every day, not just on Sundays. In
his , an led office, in his travels about the country, in
his communit'l relations, he represents, not him&elf, but
The Corporation. rle represents, not the stockholders, but
The Corporation." The stockholder is reduced o a "residuary
beneficiary of Good Citizen, Inc."12
In spite of the dissenting voices

na views about the

doctrine of re ponsibilities, the doctrine has come to stay
with American business enterprise and it is a part of the
"industry in search of an ideology."

11Three Major Factors .in Business Management: Leadership,
Decision-making, and Social Responsibility.(March 19,1958),pP•4-5•

12th� American Stockholder. (New York; Lippincott, 1955),
p. 21 •

-62(b) The Quest for a Moral Ph 1 losophv.
The moarlist school of thought points out t
of a

moral

e

necessity

philosophy for business, apart from individual freedom

and self-seeking and competitive conflict.

Sele<man expresses

the need for a moral philosophy--an ethical justification of
2nterprise:
ttThe relationship etwe�n power and morality presents an
issue of the utmost urgency for business managers. The
lesson of history is unmistakable: no person and no group
had held o er very long unless it was sooner or later
invested with oral values and moral purposes� Empires.
kings, and dictators may have enjoyed tremendous power
and cut a wide swath for a while, but were dethroned or
defeated when their self-aggrandizement and self-seeking
betrayed the fact that they lacked moral . ur ose.
Businessmen face this ancient tr th and familiar dilemma.
Her is a vast new profession management. NO group in
history has wielded the powe� that management in the
typical corporation does today. A handful of people hold
sway over standards f living, chances to work, and the
welfare of the community, the nation, and the world.»l3
He continues:

"A change in the social and moral climate of our times has
made t impossible to be content with letting matters rest
at this point of competition and amximizing ptofits.
Nowadays, individual institutions and national cultures are
inter-related, and the ways in which American business ha&
been characterizea in the past are no lo per ad&quate •
•••••• In recent years, businessmen have come to realize
that they must find a way of interpreting themselves in a
manner which would ·make our industri a 1 systern consi st,ent
with American democracy nd the Judaeo�Christian t�adition.
13"Power and Morality in Business." p. 66.

-63"Thus the term free enterprise system has come into use
as a way �f characterizing American b sin�s and industry.
It i· put forth as part of the American way of life. One
of the basic tenets of those who advocate this system is
that it allows for indivi uallsm; f0r individual business
men to use their initiative to raise capital, to build
plants, to engage labour, to m ke their product or service,
all in competition with one another. But although superior
•
to the old 'tainted' term of capitalism, the free enterprise
system still does not connote the idea of a movement in
which peo le bind themselve tog ther to transcend competitive
interest in order to 0 chieve a common goal. So the search
for a moral !')hilosophy continues."
He points also to the causes:
"Uehind this search are two primary causes: the hostility
directed against business beginning with the great depression
of the thirti s, and the growth of a new professional
managem nt class, as distinguished from the owner-manager
of former days, who built is own business, was the
principal stockholder, and ran it either by himself or with
those whom he took in as partn rs. Recent decades have
witnessed a veritable ex 0 lesion in business. education, with
large e rollments in busin ss schools affili ted with
u iv rsities.
ssociation with
university immediately
projects any calling on a technical and moral plane, wit�
the challenge to meet standards already established in the
older professions of law, medicine, engineering, architecture,
the ministry, and teaching. With the concept of a profession
comes a so a se f-consciousness, a desire to develop
sta n dards ) f technical'·, rformance as well as an ethical
code, both of w h ch give dignity and stature to those who
enter the calling. Indeed, in every profession these two
concepts have been mp icit since t e arliest days."14
are told by the new business moralists, that as a
profession acquires a body of knowledge and a scientific method,
it is also confronted wit

the ne d to develop a code of ethic$

and a continuing sense of responsibilities to the co munity
beyond the executiv

office.

14.& .,oral Philosophy .f.Q.!:. Management. P• 4-5.
p

-64The moralists reject the familiar slogan "business i s
busin e ss" for it reflects a maximum abs e nee of moral tension.
But why

hould the c0 n Cept J f moralit y be introduced into

business operations?

T hey

answer that introduction of morality

a nd a moral philosophy in the free enterprise system is merely

a practical and pragma t ic approach:
"No matt e r how good their i n tentions, busine s s managets
cannot win acceptance for their professional conduct unless
they e stabli h a moral basis for t air actions. Businessmen
must give morai value to po wer because the minute they
organize it, they begin tu dedl with and are depend e nt on
other hum d n b eing 8 . Inves t ors, customers, emp 1 oyees, all
become invo l ved, esta b lish in t ere·t, t s, d n d ex e rt moral pressure a
which can be t ranslated, as we have seen, into p olitical
pre ss ur e s.
Thu s bu s inessmen must find an appropf1ate moral
fr il m ework within which their po ·er can operate." J
The morali s t s , who hail the corporation as a moral community,
raise the status of the c 0 rporation to tha t of a mu •' ti�functional
ln$titu t ion t. at takes o l1 .,lore

a nd

more uf the comprehensive

r spon s ibilitias of man in hi 5 s ociety.

But so f a r, in -t:l-,,.,

history of �estern Civi l ization, only two institution s have
assum e d this role of majesty and our J en--the

(, hurch

and the State.

The old slogan 6 "lione ts ty i s t he best policy" an d "Trust is the
basis of business s ucce 56 " are revived in order to incu l cate
ethical and re pon�ihie behaviour.
Dean Stanley F ■ Teele oft h e H·rvar d Busin e ss 'chool detla�es:
1:iselekman, "Power and

orality." p. 312.

-65"As we have learned more and more about a business organ
ization dS a social unit, we have become increasingly
certain that the executive's skill ith people--or the
lack of it--is the determining element in his long-range
success or fai1ure. As we look ahead, we have reason to
believe that this will bP. incre�singly true. In �hort,
the time may come when an evil man or one vho has no clear
sense of values simply cannot be an effective administrator."16
The

moralists claim that ethical and responsible managerial

behaviour would increase the profitability of the enterprise in
the long run--a concept which is called "the doctrine of Heaven-
plus profits" by H. vi. Oliver.
In th

words of Dowen:

" • • • Scientific studies have shown that good human relation$
in industry and good perf rmance require, among other things,
that workers be accorded the sense of dignity, vocation,
justice, participation, etcetra, which every humanitarian
wants them to have. 11 17
H. M. Oliver, who observes that the business defense of
ethical behaviour is in large part the creation of manag�ment
specialists, takes the above report of Bowen with a grain of
salt and ob erves with good humour and scholarly wit:
"That the findings have sometimes been extravagantly interpreted,
so as to yield the conclusion that an ethical optimum
rovides a profit maximum, should perhaps be attributed to
a general tendency of social science pioneers to overvalue
their product. Classical economists thought that they had
a better product in Laissez-faire than most economic historians

.

16Address Before the First Church in Boston., January 29, 1956.
1 ,.1 Social Responsibilities .Qi

fu

Businessman. p. 94.

-66"now believe; in more recent years many 'Keynesian'
econc ists have cl�imed much too muc for the'r 'models'
predictive abilities. Or p�rhaps the doctrine of heaven
�lus-profits is traceable to what some foreign observers
regard as the American's congenital tendency to oversell.
It is hard to be ieve t at, n their efforts to improve
society, management specialists would 'do a �adison Avenue
job' on business tsel ."18
The moralists, in their qu st for a moral ph J. losophy,
derive their insoiration mainly from Christianity and the
hristian code o·f ethics.
dim vie, of

eligion,

ificant role i

th

Unlike the liberals,

h

take a

he mo alists acco d religion a sign

r scheme of economic orde •

18
"rrends Towdrd a New Moral Philosophy for Business."
Busine &8 Horizons, Vol. 1, No. 2., (Spring, 1958).
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(c

The Role of Religion

, "In Relig1on and the �ise of Cdpitallsm, Lrltish economic
historian, R. H. Tawney traces the change in accepted
doctrines of business ethics that took plac
·uring the
Reformation and early modern periods, He says in summary;"
"When the age of th Reformation begins, economics is still
a branch of ethics, and ethics of theology; all human
activiti s are treated as fallin� within n single scheme
whose ch racter is determined by the spiritual destiny of
mankind; the appeal of theorists is to natural laws, not
to utility; the legitimacy cf econo ic transactions is
tried by reference, less to the movements of the marke ·,
than to moral standards derived from traditional teaching
of the Christ·an church; the church itself is regarded as
a society wielding theoretical, and sometimes practical,
authority in social affairs. The secularization of political
t�ought, which was to be the work of the next two centuries,
had profound reactions on cocial speculation, and by the
Restoration the whole perspective, at least in England, has
been revolutionized. Religion has been converted from the
keystone which holds together the social edifice into one
department within it, and the idea of a rule of r_ght is
replaced by economic expediency as the arbiter of policy
and t .e criterion of conduct. From a spir"tual being, who,
in order to survive, must devote a reasonable attention to
economic interest, man seems sometimes to have become an
economic animal, who will be prudent, nevertheless, if he
takes du precautions to assure his spiritual 1ell-being."
»The result is an attitude which forms so fundamental a part
of modern political thought, that both its preca�ious
philosop ic 1 b sis, and the contrast vhich it offers with
the conceptions of earlier generations, are commonly for0otten. Its essenc is a dualism which regardo the secular
and the religious aspects of life, not as successive state6,
within a larger unity, but as parallel and independent
provinces, governed by different laws, judged by different
standards, and amenable to different authorities. To the
most representativ� minds of the Reformation, as of the
�iddle Ages, a philosophy �hich treated the transactions of
co�merc Dnd the institutions of society as indifferent to
religion would have appeared not merely reprehensible, but
intellectually absurd."19
l Henry
Business .. "

• Oliver."Frend& Toward a New Moral Philosophy for
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liver �� s. 1

"England was not the only country where such an attitude
Wd
idespread. A merican subs l. jtuted for 'tr�de is one
thing, re:igio is nother' the homeli r phrase, 'business
is bu iness,' but otherwise the doctrine WJS transplanted
with little change from its initial home."
• h.

· ylor feels t.at t.r.

resents the a . ove trend

wne

.I.
and along vith the soc·alists,

' ..1 • Ta w n e y h c1 s g i v en anu her ersiu of socia l ist myth,
that a l capitalists are conscienceless and greedy and
e liberal c1na 'b rgeols econ mist ' re heir flatterers
and apologist ."20
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20Econor:1ics · nd Liberalism., p. 36.

21Economics � Liberalism., P• 5.
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-69"There are, of course, many perspectives on bu iness ethics
eekin to ay this, but as a ,hristian ethicist, I am
purticularly impressed by the insight Christian thought
gives to the experience of tension and conflict in life.
The Chri ii:1r1 faitr, uffirn1s t.r1dt in .. krio�JS Lhe r.ature
of God and of ultimate reality in the unique person of
11·ist. 1he God Ir,cc.rnate in Chr: ·t cannot be generalized
Wailt to d•velop later.
in o 1 a:v u l' principle, a point
God cannot be subsumed under a person's own will. God
is in tension with us, judging and transforming us, so
that we work i 1 haroony ond unity with Him. tie does this
by love, not by generalizing our own unique individuality
and per�onho0J. 111 L,ith, ,,e kn,;w this l 0 ve to be r:lutual
nd reciproc& ing experience between parsons with their own
wi�ls, potentialitieb, · nd �erspectives.
These are,
according to the Christi&n view of community and business
urgdni1.ati0u, brought ir1to the fullest play in a give-and
take betwe n men who ure not expec ed to b� like somebody
el e 0r t 0 be � orb�d into a 0th.r's val es &nd hope�, but
dre s iven th� upportunit y to mako their own positive con
tributi•J I to 0 usiness and ociety."22
.;.

He adds

enevolently:

todcy we must reach for a conception of justice
which goes .b yond a p gan quid pro quo, an eye for an eye,
a tooth for a tooth, to some deeper Judaco-Christi�n
a�ar c n e ss of a hi her justi e in which a v riety of interests
are ;nol ed and tran f ri ed by leaders int.a c0ntrib tions
t the lif of th wh0le community."23

"Ir.deed,

�nfortunately not many moralists are enlightened as ea&ily
·s

C

1r.

l,

o·�r ic a L} Chr�st in facing th� business problems.
t,,;

foct. U1ty confe&s their difficulties ir, tra0.slatlr,9 Christian
co Q es 0f

0nduct intc business decisions.

So e kman expresses the dilemma of �hat he calls,
"the

thicc1l ougtt and t.be technicc.l must:"
�2McJ.nagement's Mission
2310c. cit. p. 213.

ill

2,. � Society.pp. 186-87.

In

-70»Morally, a human is an entity in himself. He is God's
son. His dignity is all-important. He has a right to
fulfill himself and live in the
'" community. In view of
this, the businessman has a responsibility to provide
wages, healthy
maximum employment, good
"
• working conditions,
and a higher atandar of living. But man as labour is also
a cost. Henee an employer may have to lay off his employees
or shut down a plant on which a whole community depends
and move it to market s or raw materials. This is a fearful
under!aklng, but the bueine&sman must face this issue every
day." 4
A similar issue was discussed at a Danforth Seminar at
Harvard concerning a New England company moving South:
"Among the parties with interests in the decision were
stockholders; salariedr official 6 and key
officials who
•
•
would move with the factory; the great mass of workers; other
persons in the New England Community; and the potential
workers, merchants, and other pa�ties interested in potential
..
..
Southern locations.
Which
of these interests were the
corporation directly morally obligated to consider? What
relative weights should be placed upon each of the various
obligations? The seminar participant& could not agree.
Nor was agreement any more nearly complete among t�� economists
and preacher s present than among the businessmen."
The problem of deriving a guide to business problems from
religion is expressed by J.M. Clark thuss
"Religion starts with values so pure that they are likely
to seem inapplicable in any economic and political life
except one for which an earthly humanity is not yet ready.
And if one tries to carry out some of these values in the
world of politics, busines 8 , or trade unions, one faces the
necessity of marginal adjustments between values of
different sorts. But because these values have been presented
as absolutes, not subject to compromise, the individual
•
24"Power and Morality in Business.tt p. 312.
25H. M. Oliver,"Trends Towards a New Moral Philosophy
•
for Bu 8 iness.tt

-71"finds himself convicted of inevitable sln, no matter how
selfless hit motives and how clear his understanding,
•
because, foraooth, he
• is a cting like an economic man
and• weighing marginal increment, of different �inds
of values against one another."26
Mo�a11 s ts expressly staying in the Christian tradition also
confess their difficulties
in deriving rule s from the fundamental
•
Christian t�achings.

Thus R. H. Tawney 1ays of both the Golden

Rule and" the economic ethic which the Church preached during
the Middle Ages,
't

"Granted that I should lov my neighboJr as myself, the
question which, under modern conditions
of large-scale
• •
organization, remain for solution are, who precisely is my
.. make my love for him effective
neighbour and how am I to
in practice? To these questions the conventional religious
teaching supplied no answer,
for it had not even realized
•
.. they could be put.
that
It had tried to moralite economic
•
,. treating every transaction
r
relations
by
as a cate of
•
I
personal conduct, involving
• persona 1 re$poneibility. In
an age oi impersonal finance, world-markets and a capitalist
..
organization
of industry, its traditional 1ooial doctrine
had• n-0• specific to offer • • • "
fl

C

Or, as a former Archbi•hop of York stated the i11ue in 1941s
ll
"We know t�e
ultimate moral principle of all human re lation•
shipa-•'thou shalt love thy neighbour aa thyself.' But
•
we do not:.know at all clearly how this i1 to find expression
..
in• the relations to one anoth�r of corporate
group•
such
•
as Employers' Federation•
and Trade Unions, or different
•
nations, nor
• • bow it bear� on the actions of trustee, such as
.. \
the
Director•
of a company or the
•
• Government of a country.
"
We lack what one school of Greek,,,moraliata called the
middle axioma"--those subordinate maxims which connect the
ultimate prineiplea with the complexiti�• of the actual
historical 1ituatlon1 in which action
• hat to be taken�"2?

26Economic lnatitutions and Human Welfare. pp.35-36.
27see H. M. Oliveri "Trends Towarda a New Moral Philosophy."
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utt a r ••
· the point \but•
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in the p ,t tw decade• and ••
� ault of r•cont t • •
logical c•1t1e1•
, 1• to lt� v•ry that lt 11 ve•y diffl•
•
one� t•
cult to relatt th� Cb�iatta� 1001a 1 per tive t
decla on• 1n lb• pol1ti•al or •�• lh•�• •
1 to b• n o
h·• t line fr
Cbrta\len ethic• to guid nc that wtll
et r · lne wh t our next •t e p ab l
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the next •t•p •• • Gft iepo�tent.

•

2

•

He

•

•

tatori •n••

a da, boweve�; deep1te th• v rdiet of

.,Cri\ic1
a ft d prot st fro
utslde Cbr 1 ,tian• clrcle1
ave
•
often b••n a ne d d corr•c 1ve for Chriltlana. T •
nt for econo 1c j st1ce. the domocr tic
rad1eal ov
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for int 11 ctual nte 9r1ty, the belief 1n toler nee that
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of era
nly tco oftsni
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•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

11 ver <!l 1neh • th1 • 1 ,aue for the I,or

•

• 1•

•

•

• thus•

NR•l1�1�u• lead ra who •�Y that the Church'& 'duty • • • ls
o ly to plac.e ec n le aff irs in t.h Ch.r1et1•n pe ,poc'f.1ve'
appar• tly tak
but
th• •• • po ition • Knight hen h
0
a� u • ha t ChrlstSa n ity• • • • does not g beyond p�ovlding
inter at • • • tow rd flnd
r helptn g to provide th• or
1 ng so l ut1on• fo� pr b ••••'"

•

•

•

d �1v1ng any � 1ddl
• e axto • •

•

•

•tor they h 1d th t
th ton e n do 11 t
p�ro ch
problem in a truly Cbrl tlan sp1rl an try t � ach •
dec1• I on on • pure y oi r.eu .:stantial basis. nJO
2
Cl'lbner••
29.w,.

•

P• 123.
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-73r a
$ the new bueine$s moralists talk of the modern
Nevertheles

.

,. confer on the corporation
corporation aa a "moral community" and
a "corporate conacienoe" and raise the issue of "ethical ought"
without giving• the answer to the "technical must."

But when

it come• down to the solution of tbe modern complicated buslnets
issues, it appe a rs that
the moralistic philosophy it not far
•
from the individualistic philosophy of the enlightenment, in

..
..
$pite of the lofty Chri,tian
inspiration professed
by the moral

ists.
It is pointed out to us
• that the
• increasing interest in the
human relationship a spect of business with its empha&ls on
"the whole man" is a product of the influence of this new school
of thought.

One wonder& whether thi• ls so or whether it is

another manife I tation--a little sophisticated in view of the
sophistication of modern bu sineas�•of the individuali$tlc
philosophy of enlightened self•interest and $elf•seeking.
i;

•

l ,
•
This trend
towarda
a new moral philo$ophy for business

•
s ticated rationalization of
itself may be a novel form of Sophi

business interests similar to the libertarian arguments.
One might well agree with Eellti
"This raises a dilemma
that may well develop into the central
• •
For in
ethical issue for busine sa within the next decade.
•
rejecting social responsibility the corporation may be in
da nger of eolipse, even as a bu lneas institutio� in the
tra ditional sen se , of the free enterprise society
which make$
•
•
its exi 8 tence po asible. And lt is perhap5 at a re&ult of
thi$
uneaay conviction th t, in the laat few d e cades, busine$&
h a a taken on responsibilities that go well beyond not only

·•
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"its primary functions as responsible producer but well
beyond its legal obligations. Company after company
is moving into such socially orient�tl�d orbits as political
participation. corporate giving, support of education,
employee welfare, community realtions--all ctivities which
m�ny critics still insist are tangential to their original
economic functions, the protection and enhancement of
'ownert' n�ereats."31
While the libertarians propose to seek the aid of social
sciences like Paychology, Sociology, etc., for the solutions of
the growing complex problems and issues of business enterprise,
the moralists advocate an approach of the Christian Spirit in
spite df the absence of the middle axioms.
Here one would not hesitate to concur with Knight•

•

"But it is usually ea y for the Christian Apologist to
escape from any unpleasant implications, by alleging wrong
interpretation of the meaning of the doctrine. It is per
haps better to leave this problem-field with the observation
made at the outset that the actual role of religious
professions and beliefs, to say nothing of religiou
'practices,' in the working lives of men ii one of the
profound mysteries of history and of social life."32

•

So far we have accomplished our purpose of exploring the
development of an American business apologetic from the point of
view of two schoola of thought-•li�erals and mo»alists, but

our analysi s would be incomplete
without the consideration of
•
the economic and cultural change in the llght of the rise of
two dominant inttitutions of Amerioa--!anagement and labour,
towards the development of an American business apologetic.
31Me,aning gi Modern Buainess. PP• 69-70.

32Freedom and Reform. PP• 127-28.
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V

ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL CHANGE
(a) Intellectual Capitali&m.
(b) The Paradise of the Proletariat.

Any study
• of the enterprise economy of America would be
incomplete without a study of the impact of the economic and
cultural change.

In the $tudy of economic and cultural change,

it is the purpose.of the writer to concentrate on management and
labour and their influence on the development of an American
business apologetic-

First we begin with the evolution
of the
•

enterprise and the rise of management as a profeJsion culminating
in intellectual capitaliem.
(a} Intellegtual Capitalisms
No student of Amerioan busine a enterprise would dare
di pute the following lucid words of Peter Drucker regarding
the rise of professional management1
"The emergenc e of management as an essential, a diatlnct�
andJa leading institutiQn, is a pivotal event in social
history. Rarely, if ever, ha& a new basic institution,
a new leading group, emerged a$ fa I t as has management
since the turn of the century. Rarely in human history
has a new institution proven indispensable so quickly;
and even leas often has a new institution arrived with
$0 little opp�aition, so little disturbance, so little
controversy."
1� Practice

tl

Management.pp.3�4•
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The rise of management marks the eclipse of 19th century
capitalism and heralds
the dawn of "intellectual capitalism."
•
The entrepreneur of 1900 or before would• be a hopeless novice
before his formidable
counterpart of today.
•

The concern of

the businessman of the bygon e days was limited t o prices of
raw materials, manufacture of a few product• needed in his
community, standard wage rates, tariffs and the like and his
business territory was confined to• his surrounding
locality,
•
beyond• which his vision was very limited.
rule-of-thumb and hit-or-mi I s methods.

.. were
Hia methods

a
He had no notion
of

stimulating demand and increa1in9 busine&s.

He had no knowledge

., of labour, line and staff
of the forecasting procedures, division
D
organization&, human relations,
international territories and•

the like, which are the major preoccupations of p�e I ent day
manage1:s.
The end of one era marks the dawn of another era, even as

,, new" and "new llfe must follow
"the old must give place to the
•
death."

In this case the old capitalism of the owner-entrepreneur

of limited vision has given place to the bright intellectual
capitalism of unlimited vision, scope and ambition with the
of affairs and with the owners of enterprise-
managers at the helm
•
the &tockholders--taking the position of interested t�ectators.
We might also note that the end of 18th and 19th century pover�y
has heralded the beginning of 20th century opulence in America.

-77Before we enter the portals of managerial enterprise proper,
we have to bear in mind that one of the most important contributions
to the scene of industrial reform and managerial revolution on
America has been scientific m�n@gement, so ably expounded by
Frederick Winslow Taylor, popularly hailed as the "Father of
Scientific Management,"

notwithstanding the protests of Taylor.

In 1905, Taylor's contribution to the evolution of enterprise
was a challenge to the existing methods of indu 8 trial operation,
but was a much needed boost in the arm to capitali 8 m itself.
In the words of Georges Friedmann,

:t

"It is no aceident that the birth of the fir•t great system
of scientific management coincides exactly with�the date
when, e ntering its new phase in the final decade of thel9th
century, Capitalitm needed thi es$ential aid to set itself
in order and pass beyond its internal self-contradictions.
fib$ f et th thall his life, Taylor pre&ented himself (and
ctually thought of him elf) an engineer and nothing elae,
and that he protested hi& indifference to politics and his
neutrality in the struggle� of Capitalism of his day, merely
shows how unconscious he wa s of the great currents by
�hi�h the latter was agitated and, moreover, how little hi$
subjective attitude interfered with the economic and social
role played by the va$t movement of which he was a poineer.
The determining laws of an epoch sweep along the most
powerful individuals in spite of themselves, volentem ducunt,
nolentem t;ahunt."2
Taylor explained thats
"The essence of Scientific 14-!'lnagement is the great mental
revolution on the part of management and labour s to their
dutie& towatds their work, towardt each other, and towards
•
community at large • • • Thi& great change in attitude
and view-point must produ�e result$ which are magnificent
for both sides, just ae fine for one as for another."3

21ndustrial Society.(Glencoe: The Free Press1Publishers, 1955),
p • .3 l •
3Frederick w. Taylor, � Pri,n.c,iple.& .2.f. §ci.enti fie Management.
(New York, Harper & Brothers, 1942}, P• 72.

�78Taylor proposed to investigate ''scientifically" and system
aticaily all the component parts of production process; to
experiment with men and machines and measuring inetruments like
the stop-watch, the popular symbol of Taylorism.

This reveals

ey s tematic organization and planning in place of no organization
and planning.

His four principles of scientific management ares

(1) The development of Science to replace the old rule-of-thumb
knowledge of the workmen; (2) Scientific selection and then
progressive development of workmenJ (3) To bring the acient1fically

selected worker and the science togetherf and (4) The cooperation
between management and labour.
For his revolutionary ideas and system, Taylor came under
some heavy critici&m, a$ i s �sually the unfortunate lot of all
plbneera,
culminating in federal inve tigations, which ended in
•
a major condemnation of the

8

ystem.

It was charged that Taylorism

would reduce the workman into a "human ox" of exceptional strength. 4
Despite critici$ms, Taylorism swept not only America but also the
industrial world of Europe like a breath of fresh air heralding
•
the tidings of an oncoming new idea and era and here in America
it is claimed that although Taylorism has not been adopted
as a unified whole, much of the methodology
of modern management
•
has been derived from scientific management.

Now business enter

prise gained what professor Arthur H. Cole call

the "Sophistication

demanding high-level entrepreneurial facultiea.

extraordinary

of Busine6s.»5 Busines& is an elaborate and complex process

41ndustrial Society pp. 41-42.

5see Arthur H. Cole, "Twentieth Century Entrepreneurship
in the United Stat,s and E conomic Growth." American Economic Review
Vol. XLIV, No. 2, lMay 1954),
.
.
p.39.

-?9advance$ have been made in advertising, research, accounting,
business administration, etc.

The manager is no more the

victim of imper onal economic forces of demand arid supply.
Demand may be stimulated by skillful advertising, which is an
institution by itself in thfu$$COuntry.
lost without th
professor

w. w.

The natives would be

adman telling them what they need.

6

As

Cooper hls pointed out, that costs may hot

be allowed to behave, but they may be made to be9ave. Business
is a l�ng-term project •nd "anticipation" ha& become a m�jot
process
of business.
•

Improved methoda of accounting, sales

forecasting, budgeting and product
and research development
•
'

have bred forward planning of noteworthy importance and of
longer time horizons.

The integration of industrial plants with

raw materials supplies, retirement and pension plans, executive
dev�lopment programs, research laboratories are but a mere
evidence for the perpetuation of the enterprise.
•

Aa Mr. Knauth

points out American business units should be viewed as centering
around a continuous flow of production and distribution.
Professor Cole points out that,
"The modern entrepreneurship is engaged in form�lating
business policies.which ensurf permanence to the enterprise,
and in order to do this, management is prepared to change
industrialJlines, if the change is advantageous and thus
prepared to break all barfier' which might check the survival
powers of the business unit."

6see John K. Galbraith American Capitalism.

7"Twentieth Century Entrepreneurship
States and Economic Growth." p. 44.

and in the United

-soAll the above economic changes in enterprise should be

viewed as:products of the emergence of corporation as an

institution and management as a profes$ion.

A series of

studies about market organization have supported the contention

that,

"Whatever the margin of error in these figures, it cannot
be great enough to alter the essential conclusion, which
is that a B mall number of large cor orations are responsible
for a v�ry substantial proportion of all industrial activity

.!

The developm 8 nt of oligopoli tic market organization is des

cribed thus by Galbraiths

"The first blow had been in the making for many years-
that it would come sooner or later was implicit in the
pattern of industrial growth that has occurred both in the
United States and throughout the weatern world. With many
notable exceptions•• agriculture, the textile and garment
industries, soft-coal mining, wholesale and retail trade,
shoe manufacturing--the number of firms participating in
a business is likely to be at its maximum within a few years
or even a few months after the business is born. Thereafter
there is, typically, a steady decline until a point of
stability is reached with a handful of massive survivors
end, usually, a fringe of smaller hangers-on. Thenceforward
. changes in the industry are in the relative positions
the
of th established firms. This is not a universal pattern
of development but it is a typical one. The automobile,
steel, rubber. farm implement, tobacco, liquor, chemical
and radio indu$tries all took such a course ••• The
process by which the typical industry passes from the hands
of many to the few has not been well understood. Not in
frequently in the United States it has been identified with
a design by someone to acquire monopoly control of en erprise.
There have been tpectacular searches for the devils."9
8John K. Galbraith. American Cap;talism. P• 41.

9.!...219.. P• 36.

-81This departure from the competition of the competitive
model, if it caused any inefficiency, is made up

by

the commercial

rivalry of the few large firm , whose very survival stems
from the intellectual ingenuity and technological development.
11
ProfessoD Galbraith1 0 and Joseph Schumpeter
lay emphasis on
the innovating role of enterprises.

Infact Drucker argues

that i�novating and marketing are the two main function$ of
2
an entrepreneur'in modern enterprise.l Galbraith argues that
change as a re$ult of innovation, that is common to the present
day bu iness, would not be feasible under the competitive model,
"There is no more pleasant fiction than that technical change
is the prod ct of the matchless ingenuity of the small
man forced by competition to employ his wits to better
his neighbour. Unhappily, it is a fiction. Technical
development ha long since become the pressure of the scienti$t
and the engineer."lJ
But it falls within the province of the modern manager to
bring the scientist, engineer, research-laboritories, the
labourer, the machine market, the consumer together and thus
his role has assumed enormous importance.
motto accompanied

by

change.

Progress is the

Furthermore,

" • • • there can be little doubt that oligopoly, both
in theory and in fact, is strongly oriented toward
change. There �an be no serious doubt at all that the
setting for innovation, which is so favourable in this
10
1 OC..- Cl·t •

P• 91.

11capitalis , ocialism and Democr
Brothers, 2nd ed., 1943), P• 79.
12

cv.( e

.
f Manage ment. P• ,;,�? •
.lb!. Pr<!ct1ce _g_

llAmetican Capitalism, P• 91.

York:Harper &

-82"market structur e , disapp e ars almost entirely as one
approaches the competition of the competitive model."lJ
The modern co poration with its enormous powers occupies a
ignal position in the economy and its decisions, policies,
goals and objectives are all the more important to th e economic
stability of th

country.

In the words of Abraham Chayesa
"What has been said amounts to no more than that the
great corpo�ation 1 & the dominant non-governmental
institution of modern American life. The foundation
of university, labour union, church, charitable
foundation, professional association, other potential
institutional centers are ali in comparison, b0th
peripheral and derivative."l

•

Thus the modern corporation is "a figure of attraction
and a c nter of activities" and it commands enormous prestige.
Once

gain to

ake refuge in the lucid language of Galbraith,

"Pre tige in business is also associated with power. The
income of a bu ines is no longer a measure of his
achievements, it has become a datum of secondary interest.
Business pre,tige, ••• is over-whelmingly associated
with the size of the concern which the individual heads.
Am rican business has evolved a system of prededence
hardly less �·gorous than that of Victorian England. It
is based lamost exclusively on corporate assets. In the
business peerage, the ducal honour• belong to the heads
of General Motor•, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Du Pont and
the United States Steel Corporation. The e�rls, baronets,
knights, and squires fall in behind 1n reasonably strict
accordance with the assets of their respecti�e firms.
13Amer1can

C

pitalism. P• 95.

l4"The ule of Law" in lli'Corporation ill. Modero Society.
ed. Edwards. Mason.,(Cambridge, Harvard University Press. 1959),
P • 27.

-83" • • • The reason is not that the business community pays
single-minded o�eisance to corporate size and therewith
to the men who ead the largest concerns. Rather it is
that the size of the corporation which the individual heads
is again a rough index of the powe� the individual excerci&es.
With size goes the ultimate responsibility for the decisions affecting the largest number of customers,
over investment policies which work the greatest change
in the income, livelihood or landscape of the community."15

,

Thu$ the span and scope of managerial authority is broad
ened considerably and management is relatively free from the
control of the stockholders, the functionles s own e rs of capttal.
In the emergence of management, we witness the rise of intellect
ual capitaliam.

To the managers, business is an intellectual

game and intellectual excereise.

Manag ment is taught in

Business Schools as a sci nee (although we can

ear some

rumblings of protest when we assert management as a "science")
and managerial education produces the managers.
intellectual

Business is an

ursuit and the divorce of ownership from management

being
of ent e rprise has resulted in the managerial attentton
•
drawn away form mere income statements, although the yardstick
of managerial efficiency is the profits of the organization.
With the power of making corporate decisions, setting corporate
goals and policies, the manager is in a unique position of
power and any institution with as much power as a corporation, is
looked upon with di I trust, for a balance of

ower and checks and

balances are a part of Am rican Ethosi hence it i& no accident
15A erican Capitali s.• pp.28-29.

-84that the rise to power of management coincides with the growth
of power of labour unions and government.

In th

meanwhile a

mental revolution has also taken place and the manager disavows
•
power by talking of his responsibilities to the society and
the country.

Industrial psychology and human relations have

gained importance in his scheme of enterprise in order to
provide the labour its fulfillment and the individual his full
expression and development.

In an affluent society, hi$ is the

burden "to create a customer"l6 and not ju t meeting the demand
and his weapons are science, engineering, research, sales,
forecasting, product development, budgeting advertising.
Advertising here is unparalleled anywhere in the world.
very effective, persuasive and aggres ive.
goods and services.

It is

Besides it sells

Apart from creating a customer at home,

the
• burden of extending the market to the corner s of the globe
lies on the shoulders of management.

The modern corporation

has gone beyond the realm of economics ahd it has embraced the
young social sciences of sociology, p & ychology, indu$trial
psychology, and politics, which are of crucial importance to
management.

Furthermore with America assuming the enviable position

of economic leader in the comity of free nations, the character
I
and burden of American busines$
enterprise have as&umed new

dimensions, and new frontiers and new vistas are opened for
management. In a world dominated by opposing ideologies, the
16Peter F. Drucker,� practice

.2.1

Management. p. J7.

-85performance and efficiency of management are of er cial
importance, for a
"Business as a rule-maker stands high in re ponsibility
among human in titutions, as a source of goods and
rvices, to be ure, but al o as a source of order and
freedom. 17
11

oreover it ha

fallen on the

houlders of management

to perperuate (or not to) free enterprise
behaviour, for f ar of inviting
the dominant value
g 0 al

tat

Harvard Business

proper reiponsible

contro s.

Internalizing

of soc·ety and the notion in the corporate

nd responsibi ities reveals

w"th r ga d to its

by

ocia

he concern of management

ob ig t' n .

The f rraer Dean of

choo , Donald K. D vid has ·dmonished that:

"The pri
ity for the businessman today is to weld
to his econo ·c prowe s a imi ar drive, ki 1, and
creativity in hi dangerously neglected ocial and
ions. 18
p li ica fu
11

The image of
democratic concept
of the
emphasi

merica abroad a

a

astion of freedom and

will be made or marred by the performance

ominant in titutions, corporation and management.
on respon I ible, rational and religious managers to

create the proper imag e i

tressed by the Dean of Harvard,

Stanley Teele.19 The modern manager talk

fit

The

of not only making pro

but also di a charging social responsibilitie

towards the

con & u • er, labourer, the society, the s tockholder, nation and the
17 · chard Eell ,�

eaning

tl .

odern tjUSine

• P• 110.

18"The New Relatio s ip of B sin ss to Society"in \anagement's

sion in� New ociety.p. 67.
1911rhe Bu inessman of the Future." in Management's Mission
in a!!.:.! Society., P• 41
Mi

-86world and thus he embraces the libertarian goal

and moralist

goals of enterprise economy.
The very survival of the corporation and even the free
enterprise system depends on how well the managers perform
in meeting the demands of the corporation and those related to
the corporation--the various "publics."

To aid him in his

performance, he has the benefit of not only management science,
but other sciences like psychology, sociology, law,

politics,

industrial psychology, and the confluence of enterprise and
science we see the dawn of intellectual capitalism and we can
also note that intellectual capitalism .is an outgrowth of
scientific management encompassing the

11

human ° and the 'hon-human"

factors of business.
Never in history has so much depended on so few 20 seems to be
an apt description of the role of managers today.
powers

With enormou$

to affect the economic life of the nation, management has

come to occupy a pivotal position and even as i� is the
balance wheel catering to the demands of stockholders, customers,
labour, the community, the nation and the world, it has also
become the victim in search of an ideology, what with the
exhortations of li�erals, moralists, churchmen, educationists,
and conservatives.

In a system of checks and balances, where

20 e W l ns ton S. Churchi 11. The Uemo. rs .2.f. World
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin 1959).

rn ll.,
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..
absolute
power and authority are frowned upon regardleS.s of
merits, intellectual capitalis m is in search of relevant
rationale for bu51ness and the trend of managerial apologetic
seems to be toward an ideology of service, with stability,
reputation, profits of organization following.

..
Indeed we have come a long way from the rugged individuali&m

towards an ideology of service and intellectual capitalisl1I and
in the process we have noted the impact of economic and cult��al
change on the business enterpri s e.

Now we turn to labour and
•

the metamorphosis of this institution in the years proclaiming
the dawn of intellectual capitalism.

-se(b

The Paradise of the Proletariat.

From the poverty of the Indu trial Revolution to the
prosperity of 20th century Managerial Revolution, from the
misery of Malthusian and Marxian predictions to the opulence
and affluence of Galbraith, from scarcity to abundance, from
weakness to strength, from crinimal anonymity to lawful
respectability, from hard and disheartening labour of eighty
hour-a-week to a fruitful and ,leasant forty ho r-a-week (talk
cf thirty hour and even twenty hour-a-week) 21 , from low and
pitiful wages to high and plentiful wages, the transition of the

...
Proletariat is an elo.uent
commentary on t e American system

of free enterprise,

thich is bound up wit

the American ethos

of equal opportunity for all and this historic evolution shaL1
not go "unnoticed, unsung, unhonoured" in the ann ls of history
•
of Mankind.
Marxian predictions of a c�ass war leadirg to the
extinction of capit lism and resulting in a dictatorship of the
proletariat

nd a paradise of the proletariat have been belied

by th

winds

f

hange that h v

syste

in America by the dawn of intellectual capitali m and

scie tific management

swept the free enterprise

nd the rise of the labour unions under

the protective wings �o.f a demo er ti o and. human·· ta Di �n govern en,t.
\
tevertheles Marx served a unique histo.·c purpo e y his bleak
prophecy of the fate of ca it�lism in that we have been able to
learn fors
21rhe Wall Street Journal,(Chicagoa December 26, 1961), p. 1.,
co 1. l.

-89"the special nature of the problems of the social sciences,
concerned as they are with individuals who are capable
.. h learning,
of learning and acting
• on the basis of s��
rather than with unreflecting entities."
In a culture of checks and balances, Selekman views the
rise of labour uniona as a check to the 9:'owing power
businessmen:

of

.. important,
"But there is another, more
explanation; the
•
development
of
a
balance
of
power.
This
is a familiar
•
II
constellation of forces in society.
When
any nation or
•
.. other nations
..
group within a nation gains great strength,
or interest groups naturally mobilize their power to check
the first group and meet it on equal terms."
II

"In the case of American business, government
and labour have
•
grown up in strength, in the first instance to regulate
corporate activity, and in the second to bargain with
management on a plane of equality. After the Great
Oepre&sion, with its mass ..unemployment and suffering the
political reforms of Roosevelt and Truman dominated the
American scene. At the same time the unions marched in,
I I
seized property, called sit•down strikes, and did battle
for
s
what they contidered
to be their right& ♦ It i _no coin
•
cidence that the expansion of professional management
,
coincide$ with the growth of unions and government regulation�Z
The rise of labour unions has been a blessing in disguise,
for it ha$ sharpened the performance of management.

..

"Growth began in 19.32 and was, of course, greatly enc!ouraged
by the New Deal. In the ten years from 19.35 to 1945, union
.. three and one�half to
membership expanded from roughly
fifteen million as part and parcel of the great political,
social, and evonomic change created by the 1929-1932
depreasion. 11 24
2�F.. H. Knight, "On ·-the Hi ttory and, Methed·' of'
• E·eonotni cS-i,
(Chicago: Unive rsity �f Chicago Presa, 1956), p. 122.
'
'
. .
2)
' . - . . p. J89.
"Power and Morality of Business."
e
� , 24 e.
R;b�;t Livernas�. "How.�i�ectively are Manage�:�; and
Unions Living Together?" in Management's Mi$&ion in a New Society
ed. by D. H. Fenn, p. 239.
•

•

I

-90The present AIL-CIO is concerned with dwindling meaber•
ship as voiced in the recent convention at Miami.

The history

of labour and management relations i s dominated by, "firtt,
organization and recognition; then contr a ct development; and

finally, by aocomodation." 2 5

Here it 1$ not our desire to survey the labour movement
as such, but to survey the cha�ge brought about by the comb
I!

ination of intellectual capitalism and labour unions.
First, the departure from the traditional labour market
to the institutionalization of labour market 26 with emphasis on

collective bargaining and the advent of an economy of high
wages pioneered by

Henry Ford has led to considerable
•

prosperity of the proletariat.
Secondly, while the union• have the dual functions-
productionist and consumptionist,
the free world and more so
•
Americ , has chosen the consumptioniat function aa more important
as opposed to the communist world, which has empraced the
productionlst function, the Unions with consumption in mind,
try to get higher wa�ea and more fringe benefits to ita members
as consumers.

27

The� 12!, Maitre among the economic and cultural

changes has come as the result of th e combination of the rise of

25.2..e, • .s.!.i•P• 239.
26See Harold Davey.

oatemporary Collective Bargaining {New
Yorka Prentice-Hall, 1951�
27see Arthur H. Cole, Twentieth-Century Entrepreneurship
and Economic Growth. P• 42.

•91scientific management, intellectual capitali$m, governmental
intervention, labour unions and the change is that
• labour is
not a mere commodity, but it is "human."
th

• enormous

The result is

preoccupation in human relations with the real•

ization that the worker brings halong with him the "non
business" character to the work.

As Mr. Minton writes,

"As a le a ding• pereonnel executive recently stated, ' e
share certain basic desires and needs for good health,
security on- a job, and at home, the love and affection, of
the family and friends, self-esteem· and the r gard of
others, the feeling of doing something worthwhile, and
pride of achievement
••• It is the whole man who becomes
•
•
hungry, gets sick, grows tired, becomes �motlonally upset . • •
It is the whole man who comes to work."28

•

He further adds,
"No longer is labor a commodity to be &old in the indust�ial
market place. Puring the last two decades, America has
evolved into a classless society. The wage earner lives
side by side with the white collar or profes•��nal
salaried employees in beautiful communities."
As pointed out by professor Oswald Knauth we have labour
bargaining not with capital as it were with fellow employees.30
The acceptance

of

the
doctrine of trusteeabip by intellect
•

ual capitalism has resulted in the carrying of re6ponsibilities
by management to provide the necessary co�ditiona through
monetary and non-monetary incentives for full exprestion and
full development of the proletariat for the overall benefit
28"Personal V�lues and Business Decision&" in Management's
Mission l!l .! New Society. p. 179
2910c.

ill•

P• 181.

-92of the �nterprise the community and the nation at large.
"Moti9ating" and increaeing the "morale" for better per•
formance of the proletariat have come under
the realm of
•
human �elations, democratic management and with the aid
of

ijcial sciences like socioloit, psychology, industrial

pfy�hology.

Georges
• friedmann�ctatmsc' hits
"Industrial psychology, therefore, owes it to itself to
contribute to the worker's physical well•being by avoid
ing for him the various forms of fatigue, and to contribute
'
to his mental well•being
by combating irritability, tedium
and anxiety while
retaining f,or him the advantages of
,
mecha izat on, it should strive to eliminate its h�rmful
effects."J

1

The
• advance in th e treatment accorded to the employees
in the past thirty years apart from the concessions exacted
by the organized labour and government is illustrative of
the enhanced $ocial awareness of the growing problem of human
relations.
Selekman argues that the responsible beh aviom on the part
of manager was forced on management by union• soon after the second
World Ware

"Both organizing campaigns and negotiationa, these leaders
{labour) attacked bu1ine1s as being primarily interested• in
profits •ather than the welfare of the nation and its
31rndustrial Society, p. 12J.

-93"people. And so it became inevitable that if lt was
to maintain its position in the American community,
corporate business had to develop
a position of
•
reaponsibillty which woui9 win it acceptance as a
legitimat e institution.�
Although the �nions and the workers have gained in economics
and sucial status over the last twenty-five yeara, the recent
political climate bas been critical of labour, particularly
certain unions, prominently Teamsters' unlong.

It

i& said

that labour leaders also do not entertain any a apiration to
gain any political office, although recently rumours have
been touched off to the effect that George Meany of AFL-CIO is
being groomed for an improtant political office in the near
future.

As reported by Livernash,

"Their goal has been primarily always the same, and
always limiteds they want legi•lation that will enable them
to be more effectiv
• e in Gollective bargaining, and they
want to defeat bills that will cripple them in their efforts
to bargain. Unions crav e various kinds of benefits and
social security protection for member's f a ilies--but
they have no political aspirations
• as au�h."33
In the discussion of the prosperity of the prol tariat
of contemporary America, thi

research student is tempted to

make some observations as a result of his coming in clo e

a Moral

l2

philopophy

1.2.£

Management. p. 7.

33"How Effectively are Management and Unions Living?" p. 251.

\

-94contact with the American work r during his summer sojourn
of work.

I must say that Douglas McGregor is very modest

in his "Human ide of the Enterprise" when he claims that
the physiological and safety needs of the
• proleta�iat are met
and• that aocial, egotistic and self•fulfilment needs are
the residual motivato�s, for,a satisfied need is not a motlvator. 34
As a matter of fact it appear, to me, coming from a land of
the poor, the American prolet a riat (at least the ones I worked
with) are in my unsoholarly language, overfed, overclothed,
overhoused, ov rear d, overscaled, overwined (or should I say
overbeered) and oversexed.

I only wish Marx were alivel

a shattering revelation it would be to him!

What

The misery, poverty,

hunger, and suffering that would unite the workers in a
revolution, that would result in a classw a r between the
prolateriat &nd the capitalist, as predicted by Marx, are
unheard off in this land.

Looking at these worker& of Am•rica

add working• with them, I would say that if they are suffering
from anything at all, they are suffering from an overdote of
prosperity and luxury.

In the first in&tance there is no

cl ss 35 aa such and no revolution in the offing, for American

. revolutionary in character, even as a cynic
labour is not
pointed out somewhere that revolutions are for the

miserable and starving.
34ttumanside
1960), P• .36

.21.

maoiattd,

Coming from India, I would venture

the Enterprise, , (McGraw-Hill Company, Inc.,

35 F. H. Knight, Freedom and Reform, P• 3.
9

-95to state that the prosperity of the proletariat in America
is unparalleled and unique in the sad history of the prolet riat.
At no other time and'at no other place in the history of the
proletariat has the labourer "had it so good" a1 the American
expression goes,
America.

as here and now in the United States of

Here and now i� the paradise of the proletariat.

Oddly enough what bas gone down as a socialist myth has come
to pass as a reality and a fact in the citadel of free private
capitalistic society.

I will have to agree with Richard Nixon

when he asserts,

.
"Ironic though it is, of all the great industrial
nations,
the stronger defender of private capitalism ia the one
that hat come closest to achieving the soclaliJi goal
of prosperity for all in a cl a s • les s society."
But as long as man is an insatiable animal and as long as he is
chasing the horizon of ambition, desire and wishes,

ven this

terrestrial paradi e is far from perfect and hat not
• left the
•
American worker contented.

The American worker works as hard

as ever, engaged in what the foreigners call a "rat-race,""a
victim of
• his own comparative well•being"l? and as

cynic

would proclaim that there ia. "no rest for the sinners".

But in

a land where work is a tradition
and time is valuable and
•
precious, the Americ n proletariat can proudly hold up th�ir
chin for their achievement.

Being a young nation, America has

36�America's Mis$ion in a New Society" in Management's
Mission ill!. New Society., P• 49

37 Galbraith. Ameri�an Capitalism. p. 105.

-96had the benefits of the civilization of Man and the ·Industrial
Revolution and the experience of other nations.

The

immigration

laws, the • cond World War, foreign trade and foreign aid have
all been helpful in keeping th
are now.

The

selfish, gre

e volution

dy

living st ndards as high aa they

of capitalism from the hard-bitten,

and asocial owner-entrepreneur to an intellectual

capitalism of professional management
an historic phenomenon.

nd popular ownership is

The trend toward$ "people's capitalism,"

is increasing here, as evidenced by the following statement
of Ralph Cordiner,
"The • • • prominent characteristic of General Electric
i it, wide s pread popular owner hip • • • Today, there
are 358,000 owners of General Electric, • • •. Nearly
13,000 institutions, such as pension fund , Gchools, and
churches, own shares in General Electric • • • • Although
AT: & T and G neral Motors have more hare owners, we seem
to be a highly popular investment for the small investor • • •

•

•

"Another significant trend is that General Electric's
employees are becoming owners of the Company. Today,
more ihan 50,000 General Electric employees are sh re
owners in the company, and 65,000 more are becoming
owners, through the Comp, ny t a Savings and Stock Bonus
Plan. Thi. group of employee sh�re owners repre1ents
approximately one half of the employees.
"Here, it seems to me, is convincing evidence that the
_ • • • "JS
"People'& C pitalism" ia a living fact
The rise of labour union$, intellectual capitalism and
dem 0 cratic and humanitarian government as a combination ha $.
38 ew Frontiers for Professional Manager • ,
P• 15.
.

-97brought a mental revolution among the professional m-nagers,
who now think that it i$ important to satisfy tbe human
need$ in order to help the individual attain selffulfillment
and not to feel any deprivation.

In the opinion of Douglas

McGregor a
ttpeople deprived of opportunitiea to satisfy at work
the needs which are now
• important to them, behave
exactly as we might predict• with indolence, paseivity,
unwillingness to accept respons�iility, unreasonable
demand$ for economic benefits.ff
Thus the transition re•ulting in intellectual oapitali$m

. , proletariat i$ a product of the overall
and the paradite of the
sweeping economic and cultural changes in America and now we
turn to our conclusions about the American business apologetic
in view of the libertarians' and moralists•, Apologetics• and
the economic and cultur l change in America.

39ttumana1de of The Enterp:rise., P• 42.
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-99modified liberal position is advocated with emphasis on
sportsmanship and the

s pirit

of "playing" the game and

the door is opened for state inter¥ention to "police" freedom
against force and fraud, although the "New Deal" proponent
are prepared to accord a greater role to the state to promote
the welfare of the people and to re C tify the "ills" created
by the concentration of economic power in fewer hands with
appreciable power to affect the prices of the market.
The libertarians argue that "business is business" and
charity, love and moral obligation

,.
are feudalistic, anachronistic

and disruptive
in the enterprise economy. 4
•

Minding other$'
business is irrational and irritating to the libertarians.5

The

J
libertarians point out that religion (Christianlty)does not

provide any reliable guidei to buiiness decision s and actions
and the ethical dualism
of "business -versua�charity" should
•
be accepted "if the kind of civilization we call free is to
exi t.«6 While they concede th a t the personal morality preached
by Christianity is necessary, they are highly skeptical about
deriving any applicable rule& from Christianity in order to•
solve busine& a problems.

The liberalism, based on a religion of

irroligion, 7 is opposed to any dogmatic faith.
4see P• 49.

5s e e P• 52.

6see
P• 49.
7see P•

�-

The libertarian

-100-

school of thought empha .ize$ self-r�liance, non-interference
and "fair competition'' in their apologetics for the maximum
happines 6 of

'

11 through mutual advantage and free exchange.

As opposed to thi s libertariani s rn, the new bu s iness moral
ist s reject the principle "bus iness-i s -business" for the lack
of maximum moral tension and point out the departure from the
perfectly competitive
syatem and the enormous giowth of power
•
in big busines$ and corporations.
•

The moralists comprising of

profes s ional manager , economist s turnedII ethicists, churchmen,
"
etc., think of the corporation as "a moral community" with social
« moral obligations to the conaumers,
responsibilities and
workers,
•

community, na t ion and the world.

Bu s iness has a social purpose

and the moralist I draw their in 8 piration for their "apologetics�
from Judeao-Christian Ethics and Graeco-Roman wisdom.

With the

.. from the
depart�re
• "ideal conditions" of competition and with
.. corporation and management, they
the growth" of power of the

admonish that
• the very surviv a 1 of the free enterprise system
II
is dependent
upon
the responsible behaviour
of bu inessmen a$
•
"

the "trust e es" of economic power in the society.

They claim

that the need for a moral philosophy and for the assumption

.. part of the
theudoctrine of social responsibilities on the

of

..
bu a inessman (manager) is only "practical" in a cultural atmosphere,
where any appreciable concentration of power in any one group
is
•
looked upon with disfavour and distrust.

coincident rise in the power of

a
They point out that
the

professional management, labour

unions and government i I no accident, but an evolution of a

-101scheme of order consi fj tent with an American ethoa of checks
and balance s .

They advance the theo�y that the ethical optimum

provides for a profit maximum in the long run, thus echoing the
familiar doctrine of Heaven-plui -profits, much to the discomfort
,of the libertarians.

Here the shift is from each•for�himself

of the Prostestant ethic to one-for-all of the social ethic.
To the morali i t6 , bu 6 ineS$ 1$ part of religion even as
the b u sinessman is

p roduct

of Christianity, for he is nourished

in Christian tr ditions and hi& whole ethical outlook stem&
from the Christian code of conduct.
s piration,

Chri s tianity is their in

from which the businessman could stock
his intellect•
•
•

ual streams with ide a s for the p u rpo e of his responsible and
moral behaviour in the economy.

But the moralists express their

difficultie s in arriving at solutions for business problems from
Christian teaching 8 and they in fact helplessly state the fact,
that the best that could be done, in view of the abseoae of

.. probl�m in a true Chri&tian
"middle axiom s •• 8 is to approach the
spirit, but decide the issue on a purely circumstantial basiG.9
Thu s there appears to be not much difference between the moralist,
and the libertarians as far as deriving applicable rules from the
Christian teachings for the solution of business problems. But
the important difference is while the libertarians deny religion,
the moralists draw their inspiration from religion.
8

See p. 71.

9see P• ?2.

With the
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professionalization of management, the modern manager has
become a balance wheel catering to the demands of the various
"publics" connected with the corporation.
With this brief summary in view, we now turn to the
concluaions of the study •

.Ih.!t

Conclu s ions,
First, both the libertarians' and the moralists' concern

centers around the
current trend

urvival of the free enterprise iystem.

The

f accepting the ideology of service and the

doctrine of. social responsibilities and internalizing the dominant
value

of the society may be interpreted as a rationalization of

enlight ned self-seeking and

elf�interest in order to survive

in an economic ord r where the bu$ines 9 man has the opportunity
to wield appreciable power to affect the market force I and the
economy--a oiroumstance far removed from the "ideal" conditions
of the cla,sical model.

e
Wi�h the ever increasing fa�
of

governmental controls and state regulations, it seems "practical"
to plead the "$ervice" apologetic.

It is possible that the

ideology of aervice may be due to a moral re-awakening stemming
from Judaeo•Christian
ethic s and the evidence rendered by mora;ists
•
like Selekman and Underwood appears convincing.

In the absence of

middle axioms for guidance in business decisions and while religion
provides the moral interest for respon&ible ethical begaviour, I
am afraid, we are still subscribing to the principle "business-is-

-lOJ•
business," and if "Charity" is not altogether eliminated f�om
•
bu s ine$a, it ii because, I

•urmise,

"charity" ha s become good

business and it helps in building up the corporate image in
the ioclety.
Secondly with America, standing in the vanguard as the
leading economic

p ower,

facing the challenge of the ideology of

communism, the acceptance of the ideology of service and the
emphasi

on Christian tradition serves as ideological weapons

to combat communism in the war of ideologies
in our present
•
�orld.
Thirdly, whether the ethical optimum provides for a profit
maximum in the long run or not, tho pursuit of individual
interests of �rotestant ethic is gradually being replaced
pursuit of group interests of social ethic.

by

the

Although profits

are still the yardstick of business success and managerial
efficiency, the principle of profit maximization has come to

..
pl a y a "subdued
role."

Thus the motives of the ''service" apologetic seem to.. be more

political and social than purely economic.

While tlis trend

may be non-rational and non-economic to the libertarians, wedded
as they are to rationalism, this appear $ to be a practical and

...
pragmatic ppproach,
coneidering
the fact that th.. e modern corporation
•
.. State and the Church and
stands as an institution next only to the
;

&

that managerial judgement considerably affect&
. ' the economic life
of th0 nation.
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Fourthly, the human factor in business is gaining more and
more managerial attention.

The increasing interest in human

relations to provide the individu�l the opportunity for self
fulfillment and over-all develop ent of the human nerson is
evident, but we need to remember that better human relations
may improve productivity or market demands, for the "human"
factor pays. 10
Fifthly, the dawn of intellectual capitalism on the horizon
of American bu s iness marks an epoch-making event and the marriage
of

0

cience and large scale industry along with profe&sional

management has opened up new frontier s to explore and conquer.
The high efficiency and technical competency that the modern
manager brings into "play « on the economic field marks a tremendous
change.

Whatever inefficiency that is introduced by the departure

from the classical competitive model is compensated by technical
change and development and innovation, the chief features of
present American business.

The modern manager and the corporation

have come to occupy a pivotal position in the society and on
their behaviour and performance depends the survival of the free
enterprise system.

The labour Unions while strengthening the

position of their membership, have
performance and efficiency.

leo sharpened managerial

The government conce�ned with the

welfare of the people and the security of the nation and the free
10Georges Friedmann, Industrial Society., p.J6.

-105world, has provided the ar9us-eye in order to remind the cor
poration and management not to operate irresponsibly in their
own interests.

We may anticipate the role of government increasing

in economic affair s and with increasing threats to the security
of the nation and the free world.

The American business with

intellectual capitalism and the p r ofessional managers at the
helm of economic affairs has brought about a unique and un
paralleled prosperity in the life of the nation.

Intellectual

capitalism has brought in it ' w a ke a paradise to the prol tariat,
a voritable withing-well to the consumer, prospexity to the
stockholders, a fountainhead of freedom, security and stability
to the society and the nation, and a beacon of hope to the world.
Whether the service apologetic of American busine�s is mainly
due to enlightened self-interest or due to a moral reawakening of
Judaeo-Christian traditions, the ideology of
turning point in the spirit of capitalism

ervice marks a

nd the corporation

may become a major source of ord e r a nd freedom.
also appears to fit into the unique
of power in the name of service.

American

Thi s ideology

ethos of disawoval

Thus the burden of immediate

business decisions and of a system of'free enterprise economy
falls on the shoulders of the businessman.

How well he carries,

these burdens, means the survival or the end of the free enterprise
system.

The American business apologetic seems to be gaining

shape in a compromite principle, where the businessman, without
reiecting what Knight calls "busines,-is business" principle

of

-106the libert rian school, giv s expre
s rvic

ion to the ideol gy of

nd a mor l philosophy of the moralist school derived

from Jud eo- hristi n ethici.

I may venture to add that thi$

wedlock between reason a nd religion and r tionali m and idealism
m y bring forth a new and unique rationalization of business••
in short, "apolog tic"--th t is uniquely American, even as this
I
nation w s conceived in great ideals, so that her
sons may

constantly strive towards gr atne•e not only in business, but in
all phase
As
II

of life also.
lfred North Whitehead pointed out, that,

great society i a ociety in hich its men of
business think greatly of their functiona. ull

for as the Upani a bade proclaimed to the world thousands of years
ago:

Hum n Action Can Transform the Na�u�e of the Unive�se.

11
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Alfred North Whitehead, Foresight, P• 35.
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